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Midtown Gets Full Service
Post Office

The Weekly Challenger presents a
special six part series:
• THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE, Part 1
• FINANCIAL INSECURITY, Part 2
• EDUCATION MATTERS, Part 3
• HEALTH AS WEALTH, Part 4
• OUR EMPATHY DEFICIT, Part 5
• THE LEADERSHIP DROUGHT, Part 6

Part Four

Health As Wealth

Ribbon Cutting Ceremony At The Midtown Post Office

Family and Fitness Day
by Monica Lewis
Weekly Challenger Correspondent
It should come as no thing for us." Just visiting a
suprise, that the state of primary care, physician on a
health for Black Americans is regular basis, Floyd said,
in dire straits. From diabetes could have a tremendous
to cancer, African Americans affect on health of black
are disadvantaged when it Americans. It’s during those
comes to treating illnesses visits that diseases like cancer
that can ultimately lead to and diabetes are diagnosed
death. However, many health and sound advice on leading
experts say the road to better a healthier lifestyle is
health and higher life delivered.
“We wait until we’re sick
expectancies for black men
and women, starts within. By rather than utilize preventive
getting regular checkups and healthcare options, and far
more exercise, the state of our too many blacks are without
health could improve greatly. adequate health' insurance,
"Overall, our health has Floyd said”. The numbers do
gotten better over the last 20 nOt he. In 2002, the number
or 30 years, but I think you of all Americans without
have to separate science from health insurance increased
sociology,
stated
"Dr. dramatically, largely due to a
Michael Floyd of Meharry weakening .economy. Some
percent of black
Medical College. According 20
to Floyd, who specializes in Americans found themselves
internal medicine, blacks without insurance, compared
have tremendously fallen to 11 percent of whites.
behind other races in regards
Last fall, the National
to the sociology of medicine, Center for Primary Care at
particularly when it comes to the Morehouse School of
obtaining quality healthcare Medicine in Atlanta and the
and insurance.
Robert Graham Center for
• "Certainly,
treatment Policy Studies in Family
wise, there are a lot of Medicine and Primary Care
issues," Floyd said from his in Washington, D.C.'released
Nashville, .Tenn. office. "But a study that supports Floyd’s
as a group, blacks typically
use the emergency room for
primary care, and that’s a bad
continued on pg.7

Health

Purple Tea Prepares
Finishing Touch

by John Kucek
Weekly Challenger

Correpondent

Chris Vallee had to
see the new Midtown post
office for himself. Vallee,
22, is considering a home
in Midtown, as home
prices around Pinellas
County increase making

Midtown attractive to
first-time home buyers.
"With (the opening of the
post office) and once they
finish the supermarket,
this area will be a lot
more attractive, as far as
I’m concerned," Vallee
said. "It’s a good step for
the area."
Vallee was one of
more than 100 people

who attended the grand
opening Saturday of the
full-service post office
located at 1750 16th
Street South: The post
office is located in the
heart of Midtown, a 5.5
square-mile area that lies
south of Central Avenue;
The new post office
has two service windows
and will allow residents to

mail
packages,
buy
stamps; purchase money
orders and rent 300 post
office boxes. ,
St. Petersburg Mayor
Rick Baker,
Deputy
Mayor Goliath Davis and

Post Office
continued on pg.7

Florida A&M University Finishes Fiscal
Year Out Of The Red
TALLAHASSEE,
Fla. (AP) - Florida A&M
came through this past
fiscal year in the black,
and interim President
Castell Bryant said she
hopes that will mark the
beginning of better things
ahead. After years of
budget shortfalls and
accounting
bungles,
Florida A&M showed an
$8 million surplus out of
its $397.5 million budget
for fiscal year 2004-05
completed June 30, an
audit by KPMG showed.
"You have so many
other challenges you don't
have time to celebrate at that
moment," Bryant said in an

Serena Williams
Out For
The Season

interview
with
The fall because there wasn’t
Associated Press. ".You enough money to recruit
have to get back to being players.
focused on toe big picture
Bryant, who took
and that's where we are." over the presidency in
The school showed a $3 January on an interim
million deficit toe year basis, slapped a spending
before arid was $6 million moratorium
on
cell
down in fiscal year 2002-03. phones and travel after a
"When I accepted private audit, $23 million
this job, I knew we had iri discrepancies, wereproblems," Bryant said. found. She hired a new
"It was really important provost to help clean:up
we got a handle on our the mess.
Bryant also fired a law
finances." There was
school
dean, toe football
plenty to fix. Bills were
delinquent, administrators coach and two absentee
professors, and let other
paid late because of
employees go. "We put in a
accounting errors’, and the
lot. of measures that helped
former football coach us get to this point," Bryant
was told to stay home last said. But will toe school,

Exhibit in New
York Explores
Slavery

already struggling with
decreased enrollment, be
able to get back to normal?
"You just can't have
the way it used to be,"
she said. "Next week
we've got to sit down and
start all over again." •
Meanwhile, trustees
named a committee, to
begirt- toeir search for a
permanent president.
'' I made a commitment
at toe beginning of my
tenure to end in toe black,"
Bryant said. "So it's a relief
in toe sense that I fulfilled a
commitment"

it

In a very casual setting, Vel Thompson (left) and husband
Anthony Howard (not shown) hosted a coffee for Mayor
Rick Baker(right). The gathering was well attended by a
number of local business owners and residents who had
an opportunity to hear the Mayor’s vision for the next five
years as well as his current accomplishments.

Interim President Dr. Castell Bryant

The Gospel Earns
8 Million At
Weekend Box Office
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Compass And Nagin Should
Bear Responsibility For
Exaggeration Of
Katrina Crime

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man....the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.
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by Tonyaa Weathersbee

In 1991, I befcame a
statistic. One wintry
night, as I left a meeting
and walked into the
parking lot of an innercity library in Jack
sonville, I was mugged.
The
guy
Who
mugged me who had ini
tially greeted me; with a
smile before chasing me
down and slamming me
to the ground when 1
screamed and tried to
run when he demanded
my purse wasn’t play
ing. As I lay on my back,
he pulled what appeared
to be a shotgun from
underneath his coat. 1
gave him the purse and
gave in to months of
paranoia whenever I
found myself Walking on
the streets towards a
brother who, for all I
knew, was sizing me up
as a mark and not just as
a passerby.
Shame forced me to
unlearn that behavior.
I was ashamed be
cause I had allowed my
fear to force me to
become part of the same
racist machinery that
uses the worse behavior
of a few black people as
a guide to dealing with,
or reacting to, the rest of
the race.
My one
encounter with a crimi
nal had turned me into
the urban equivalent of
the white woman who
clutches her purse and
waits for the next eleva
tor rather than share the
ride with a black man.
And I did not want to be
that person; a person
who helps to feed the
belief that all black peo
ple see opportunities for
criminality everywhere.
I just wish that Eddie
Compass, the former
chief of police of New
Orleans, and its mayor,
Ray Nagin, had been
guided by the same con
scientiousness.
During those desper
ate days after Hurricane
Katrina hit New Orleans
and floodwaters kept its
poorest and blackest
denizens pinned up in
the Louisiana Superdome and the Ernest
Morial Convention Cen
ter, images of black peo
ple leaving stores with

Race, Lies And
New Orleans
marauding gangs terror
ized anyone, or they
even existed.
The media’s mea
culpa, however, came a
month
after
New
Orleans and the black
crime'fixation had been
firmly pile driven into
the skulls of millions
nationally and world
wide, and an urban leg-,
end created that the
press’s belated, gentile,
damage control could
never shake.
This was not simply
another overblown case
of cheap sensationalist
tabloid news. That’s
become so common
place it barely draws a
yawn from a jaded pub
lic. New Orleans fit
neatly into the standard
equation black, especial
ly poor black, equals
crime and Violence.
In a 2003 Penn State
University study,' re
searchers asked white
participants to examine
newspaper pictures of
black anti white crime
suspects. Later they
asked them whom the
stories had highlighted.
In nearly every'.case, the
respondents incorrectly
said that the suspects
were black. The re
searchers blamed what
they called the “mis
memory” of whites on
who commits crime on
the top-heavy media
emphasis
on
black
crime.
That
mismemory
was
evident during
another big disaster a
decade ago. This time it
was the 1992 L.A. riots.
TV reporters constantly
tailored their reports to
depict the violence as
the handiwork of black
rioters. But TV was an
open mirror. Viewers
could plainly see that
many of those- looting
and burning were non
blacks. A Rand study of
the racial breakdown of5,000 riot related cases
processed through Los
Angeles
municipal
courts found that the

majority of those arrest
ed for riot related offens
es were Latinos and
whites. The arrest fig
ures were reported in the
back pages of one news
paper and ignored by the
rest of the press.
More than a decade
later, the L.A. riot is still
indelibly stamped as a
black riot. The scape
goating of blacks for
America's crime prob
lem hit full stride in the
1980s. The assault on
job, income, and social
service programs, a
crumbling educational
system and industrial
shrinkage dumped more
blacks on the streets
with no where to go. The
big cuts in welfare,
social services, and
skills training programs
during the past decade
dumped
even more
young black males, and

food, supplies and elec troopers report than
tronics ate up almost as armed marauders had
much air time as did the commandeered boats.
scenes of people clamor- The "marauders" tinned
out to be two men escap
ting for help.
But it wasn’t long ing their flooded streets.
But for black people,
before the images of a
by Earl Ofari
few blacks stealing plas the damage resonates
Hutchinson
ma
televisions
and deeper.
It resonates
DVD’s morphed into deeper because the
A week after Katrina
imaginings of black image of black people
hit, a reporter for the
gangs using the disaster turning on each other,
British Guardian news
as an opportunity to act instead of to each other,
paper
was
curious
out their every patholog in the turmoil of a hurri
whether there was any
ical
Whim.
Both cane just feeds the racist
truth to the wild, gos
Compass and Nagin told attitudes of many whites,
sipy, and hysterical
Oprah Winfrey that and the self-hatred of reports of murder, rape,
aimed gangs were men many blacks. And I
incest,
and
stacked
acing people in the believe that Nagin and
corpses at the New
Superdome, killing peo Compass, perhaps from
Orleans Superdome.
ple in the Superdome. being jaded from Work
He closely examined
Babies
were
being ing in a city that has a
police
reports,
and
raped. The bodies of the high crime rate, may
records, the statements
slain were piling up.
have succumbed to
of city officials, and eye
Now, a month later, exaggeration in order to
witness accounts. He
females
on the streets.
it seems that most of the speed up the response.
didn't find anything to
9
When
some
turned to
nightmarish stories were But statements that led
substantiate the press
not true. Dr. Louis folks to believe that
gangs, guns and drugs
reports,
or
official
Cataldie,
Louisiana’s babies were being raped
much
of the press busily
plaims of the bedlam.
medical incident com ‘en masse, as well as
titillated
the public with,
His story was ignored in
inexhaustible features on
mander for Hurricane other atrocities, should
the mainstream press,
the
“crime
prone,”
Katrina, told The New have been met with
and lightly mentioned on
“crack plagued,” and the
York Times that of the skepticism. And their
a feW obscure websites.
“blood stained streets”
80 or so bodies that have willingness to believe
A number of web
of the ghetto.
been autopsied so far, the worse about black
respondents sneered at
Much of the media
only six or seven were people lent legitimacy to
the story as a lie, or an
the result of homicides. stories that could cause
instantly
turned the
apology for black crime
And Compass, who was the specter of stereotype
crime problem into a
by a left leaning tabloid.
filmed crying about the to haunt many black
black
problem
and
New Orleans Mayor Ray
babies being raped, told New Orleans residents
played it up even bigger
Nagin quickly jumped
the Times that no official for years to come.
in news stories and fea
into the fray, slandered
reports of rapes or sexu
tures.
So just as I found the
his own, city, and rein
al assault have been courage to hot overreact
New Orleans was a
forced the worst racial
made and he admitted when a lone brother
textbook
example of
stereotypes with his viothat. Those in the media,
that his statements were walks toward me, I hope
lence-is- everywhere rant on
based on secondhand that blacks like Compass' Oprah and national talk
and 'public officials such
reports. The Times also and Nagin find the
as Nagin, that ignored
shows.
interviewed scores of courage to fight the urge
evidence to the contrary,
The Guardian may
evacuees, and found that .to believe the worse
and spread wild tales of
have been an isolated,
while many provided about black people.
rape, murder and may
and to some suspect,
firsthand
eyewitness Because in spite of What
hem, edged dangerously
media voice with its
accounts, many others happened to me 1,4 years
close to demonizing the
counterspin on the myth
passed along rumors that ago, I know that not
thousands
of blacks that
ical violence, but it was
they had simjply accept every black man I
were forced to flee for
n't the only press skeptic
ed as fact.
encounter on the streets
their lives and endure
that tried to separate fact
I can understand sees me as a target for a
indescribable, inhumane
from
fiction
about
how the news media, iri mugging.
conditions.
alleged Katrina vio
the crush to compete
Just like I know that
It was irresponsible,
lence.
with each other arid to the majority of black
shameful, and reprehen
Reporters for the
get information about a people in New Orleans
sible, but it showed that
Associated Press and the
biblical-scale disaster to didn’t see Katrina as an
when disaster and race
Chicago Tribune, which
a panting public, could opportunity to rape and
collide, anything goes,
could hardly be tagged
have gotten it wrong.
kill.
including the truth.
left leaning, also found
Problem is, they got
no credible evidence that
much of their informa
tion from Compass and
Nagin. And those two
Serving the Greater 22nd Street South Historic and Cultural Business District
should have been the last
A Florida Main Street Community
folks to add grist to
rumor mills - rumors
"To Know 22nd Street South is to Know St. Petersburg: The Heart ofAfrican American Culture”
that compounded the
Katrina tragedy.
Join us for our 2nd “Streetscape on 22nd Street South" Community Workshop
The image of feral,
This 2nd workshop is scheduled for the community of the 22nd Street South District. Come and
gun-wielding
blacks
filled the popular imagi
review current concept plans submitted to the City of St. Petersburg and provide your comments
nation to the point where
on the landscape and design that can occur along the 22nd’Street South Corridor. Prior to the
services either never
workshop, the community will also receive an update on the TACRA Shopping Plaza and the
reached the people, or
reached them too late.
Manhattan Casino Project.
According to the Times,
When: October 18, 2005
a team of paramedics
was barred from enter
Where: Perkins Elementary, 2201 18th Avenue South,
ing Slidell, a suburb of
Time: 6:00 pm 8:00 pm
'New Orleans, for nearly
Call 727.322.8129 for more information!
10 hours based on a state
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MIDTOWN NEWS
THE ART
OF LIVING
Norman E. Jones, Jr.

Gas Plant Historic Markers
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(HIP) For years, I vices for the African Only persons who gath
have prayed and cru American population.
er in the area know that
saded to have African
Davis Elementary this was once a thriving
American
historic School, Central Life community.
Homes
markers placed in the Insurance
Company, enjoyed
waterfront
Gas Plant Area to Eddie’s Beauty Shop, views.
inform our residents, Mrs. Carrie J. Scott’s
Booker Creek of
and visitors to the areas Rooming
House, fered cool night breezes
and
tourist
where Frank’s Comer Grocery and soft sounds. Fruit
blacks lived during the Store,
the
Harlem trees provided shade
segregated days in St. Theatre, Alene’s Beauty and nourishment of
Petersburg. The St. Pete Shop, Union Masonic nature. Railroad men
Gas Plant tower was Hall Building, the Rose brought new money
one of the most identifi Garden Apartments, the into the community
able structures of the Palm
Hotel,
Katz every day during tourist
era. lt announced the Grocery Store, Cornelia season's.
area like a giant bulletin Livinston’s Rooming
The need for a his
board.
House, and Moore’s toric marker or series of
There is a need to Service Station occu markers is self-explana
place an historic marker pied two blocks on tory. Not only will they
or a series of markers in Third Avenue between inform our youth of pur
this area to identify Ninth Street (Now Dr. past, they can restore a
where Negroes (that is Martin Luther King degree of the pride, pas
what we were called Street) and Sixteenth, sion and respect we
before
we
became South. This was the once shared for people
“Blacks” and African first black commercial and
property.
We
Americans)
worked, district in St. Pete.
should make efforts to
lived and played in the
This was the part of make markers a reality.
days of segregation.
town
where
most
I feel that an orga
Fifty years ago, Negroes lived, worked, nized effort will bring
Second Avenue, be learned, and played. quick results. This
tween
Dr.
Martin This was an era when should be a community
Luther King Street, churches provided spir effort. The African
South and Eleventh itual growth, when American historic ch
Streets were very busy storeowners extended urches should take the
places.
credit to customers with lead. They should be
The Sunshine Lo a background check. supported by local
dge of the International This was when we social clubs, sororities
Benevolent Protective knew our neighbors and and fraternities.
Order of the Elks of the their children. Parents
The St. Petersburg
World, Bill’s Ron Rico raised their children Historic Preservation
Club Tavern & Hotel, with love and doors Organization will offer
McCordie
Fountain were left unlocked day technical
support
Billiards Room, Cit and night. Teachers toward
this
effort.
izens Lunch, the Sky- taught
at
Davis Grant money is avail
School. able
Way Auditorium Club, Elementary
from
several
Johnson's Shoe Shine Adults learned to read sources.
James
Weldon
Parlor, Dr. Benjamin F. at
The city has an
Jones, Webb’s City Johnson Library. We obligation to acknowl
Furniture Store, Jones danced, drank and min edge its total history;
Barber Shop, Fountain gled at the Cozy Comer however it is the
Painters,
Sauders Tavern and partied at responsibility of the
Smoke
Shop,
and Prince Hall Masonic residents to identify
Confectionary,
the Building. We protected their own historic sites.
Comer Tavern, Vivian our community.
Taylor and Mrs. Ella H.
Today, this area
Sam’s Rooming Houses marks the East entrance
provided goods and ser to Tropicana Field.

Purple Tea Gets
Finishing Touch
The ladies of the
American
Cancer
Society
Minority
Development
Committee (MDC) are
busy putting the fin
ishing touch on their
2nd Annual
Purple
Benefit
Tea
for
Sunday, October 16,
2005, 4 p.m., at the
Galilee
Missionary
Baptist Church, 505
35th St. So.
Inspirational
speakers,, an informa
tion-packed
display
and musical selections
are just some of the
things that the com
munity
can
expect
when they attend the
event.
A reception will fol
low
the
program.
Among the program
participants are Joan
Bossa, ACS Patient
Services
Volunteer;
Rev. James Butler,

Associate
Pastor,
Galilee
Missionary
Baptist Church; Jackie
Brown,
MDC,
Chairperson;
Mary
Jones, MDC member
and
Bayfront
Medical
Center
Volunteer;
Reverand.
Earnest Jones, Pastor,
Galilee
Missionary
Baptist
Church;
Yvonne Reed Clayton,
Singer;
and
Mary
Vice Chair-v
Purple Tea
Committee.
“We
can
not
emphasize enough how
urgent the need is to
address cancer educa
tion and advocacy in
our community,” said
Gracie
Pace, Purple
Tea Committee Chair
person.
The
public
is
invited not only to
help us
celebrate
ACS’s
success in

Members of the American Cancer Society Minority
Development Committee.

Jackie Brown,
Chairperson, MDC of The
American Cancer Society
detecting and prevent
ing cancer,
but to
give
much
needed
support to future can
cer programs and ser
vices as well.

Patrons,
partners,
organizations
and
other persons in the
community can register
by
contacting
any
member of the MDG,

Yvonne Ma, M.D.

St. Petersburg Pediatrics
SEVILLE
2818 - 54th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
PH: 727.867.5788 • FX: 727.867.3255
Mon.-Fri. 8-7 • Sat. & Sun. 9-12
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

WE ACCEPT ALL INSURANCE AND MEDICAID
SPANISH-SPEAKING DOCTORS AVAILABLE.
NORTHSIDE

SOUTHSIDE

DISSTON SEMINOLE

2137- 16th St. N.3515-49th St. N.

10875 Park Blvd., Suite G

St Petersburg, FL 33704 St Petersburg FL 33710 Seminole FL 33772

One of this nation’s
premier Black women’s
organizations,
The
Links,
Incorporated,
took immediate action
following the disaster of
hurricane Katrina in the
Gulf Coast. “It appears
that all of America was
caught unprepared for a
disaster of this magni
tude,” said Dr. Gladys
Gary Vaughn, National
President of The Links,
Inc.
Therefore, all of our
members were asked to
answer a call to action to
assist not only our mem
bers but as many sur
vivors of Hurricane
Katrina as possible. At
this time, we are happy
to report that chapters
throughout the United
States are providing ser
vice in a number of ways
and through a number of
programs with people

and other organizations
of good will. We are
10,000 members who
are dedicated to commu
nity service and willing
to do our share - and
more.
Answering the call
to action for members of
The Links, Incorporated
meant a consolidated
and concerted effort to
save and sustain human
life. After reacting to the
first instinct to donate
money, The Links, Inc.
developed a strategy,
conceived by the collec
tive brain power of its
leadership, to provide
“Disaster Relief.”
This
across
the
board disaster relief
plan, the envy of which
could attract the US
Government, includes:
(1) Communication and
Mobilization - commu
nicating with our mem

Ifte Links,

Incorporates

bership,
establishing three chapter located in
command centers within New Orleans.
These
the affected areas, and women are suffering
coordinating chapters as with displacement, loss
they move into action; pf homes and belongings
(2) Immediate Relief - and, in many cases, the
what needs to done and death of loved-ones.
what can we do with our Some of these members
resources to sustain have been accounted for
relief; (3) Stabilization - and the national head
establishing the relief quarters of The Links is
fund; and (4) Bridging still looking for others.
implore
Links
to the Future - a task “We
force on disaster relief;, chapters from across the
an on-going disaster United States to open
relief effort using the their homes and their
to.
provide
resources of all African hearts
American organizations resources to our Sister
working together.
Links as well as other
There are 140 mem persons who are in
added Dr.
bers of The Links from need,”

The ladies of the
Tampa Alumnae Chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc: cordially
invite you out for an
evening of wine, jazz,
art, poetry, good compa
ny and more on Oct.
15th-at the Shark Bar

and Restaurant (102. S.
Tampa St.).
The Fourth Annual
Wine Taste and Silent
Auction is a scholarship
fundraiser; and we great
ly appreciate your sup
port in advance.
Tickets are $10 and

The St. Petersburg
Alumni - Chapter of
Kappa
Alpha
Psi
Fraternity, Inc., will
launch a voter -registra
tion drive Saturday, Oct.
15, at the-Campbell Park
Recereation Center from
TO a.m. until 3 p.m.
The Supervisor of
mcciiuiib on
Elections
office
ice will
win reg
icg-
ister new voters and propro

can be purchased from
any chapter member or
at the door.
For more informa
tion, please call Karen at
(813)
244-5466
or
Maranda @ (813) 6435751.

l.D.
George E. Banks, M.D.
Gynecology

PH: 727.392.8033

PH: 727.894-2231

FX: 727.821.0932

FX: 727.526.0753

FX: 727.392.9578

FX: 727.895-8602

PINELLAS PARK

LARGO

LARGO - II

6100 Fbrk Blvd.

3475 East Bay Dr.

12955 Seminole Blvd., Suite 3

Pinellas Park, FL 33781 .

Laigo, FL 33771

Laigo, FL 33778

r—

5203 Central Avenue

PH: 727.544.5437

PH: 727.535.9700

PH: 727.586.5355

FX: 727.547.7961

FX: 727.539.7301

FX: 727.586.6997
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**• Russel] Lee Allen
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REALTOR

Mills First, Inc.

St. Petersburg, FL 33710

Office:(727) 327-2966
Fax:(727) 321-5514
• Most Major Insurance Plans Accepted
• New Patients Welcomed
• Office Hours By Appointment

vide demonstrations on
the use of the touch
screen voting machines.
They will also provide
applications for citizens
to restore their rights.
Refreshments and
entertainment will be
provided
For further informa
nun can
wnue .Foster
rosier ai
tion
call Willie
at
(727) 864-4535,
864-4535.

1

St Petersbuig FL 33701

PH: 727.528.6900

Vaughn.
The Southern Area
of
The
Links,
Incorporated,
bearing
the brunt of the tragedy,
is lead by Margaret
Thompson
Johnson,
Area Director. “While
we reach out .to our own,
we realize that we are
our brother’s keepers;
and so we expect to
stretch our efforts where
ever we find need,” said
Ms. Johnson. Therefore,
Mrs. Johnson stated that
she has “redirected the
upcoming Southern Area
Executive Committee’s
fall planning meeting
from- Jacksonville (FL)
to Baton Rouge (LA)
and Jackson (MS) in
order to meet with our
displaced members and
also to spend a day of
hands-on volunteer ser
vice in those two com
munities.” ’

Kappas To Launch
Voter Registration Drive

1012 - 4th St. S.

PH: 727.822:1896

or at the door of the
event on Sunday.
For more informa
tion, kindly call
(727) 867-7702 or
(727) 823-0247.

Nationwide Search For Members Of Links
Affected By Katrina

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
To Host Fourth Annual Wine
Taste And Silent Auction

Regina Hardin, M.D.

Mary Riley,
Chairperson,
Purple Tea

Gracie Pace,
Chairperson,
Purple Tea

tiiTTHi , li'iU BMi

8601 4th Street North, Suite 100
St Petersburg, Florida 33702
Direct (727) 577-5100
Fax (727) 577-3246
Toll Free 1-800-226-6064
email: RussellRLA43@aol.com

»
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A Heart-Felt Tribute To Gibbs
High School Class Of 1951
by Rosalie Peck
Cftallertfer Feature Writer

D

ear old dear old
Gibbs High you re
the world to me.

Dear old dear old
Gibbs High you will
always be.
For you bring me
sunshine everywhere I
roam;
I am always thinking
of you when trie shadows
round me creep,
Always thinking of
you when I lay me down
to sleep.
Dear old dear old
Gibbs High, you re the
world to me.

GHS Class of 1946 celebrates 10th Class Reunion ot the Robert Janies Hotel with
teachers Ernest Ponder, O. B. McLin and Eloise Perkins attending.

•

Gibbs High School Campus Beauties of 1941.

- Composer Unknown.
Consider the words.
These are the words to
the Gibbs High School
song that 1 came to know
long before I entered the
first grade at Jordan
Elementary
School.
During the short years of
youth and long years of
segregation, principals
and
teachers
were
treasured and highly
placed on the list of role
models for younger gen
erations. Next to parental
guidance,
watchful
neighbors, church on
Sunday and positive
peer-pressure, they were
there for us on a daily
basis in ways too numer
ous to articulate. We
were encouraged and
helped on a one-to-one
basis in ways too numer
ous to enumerate. We
were encouraged and

helped to embrace the
value of education and
self respect, and taught
to survive obstacles,
faced on a daily basis in
a hostile world.
That is why, former
black students return to
the campus during class
reunions to celebrate the
year of graduation. We
look forward to return
ing to the place of our
childhood where caring
was
the
key
of
encouragement for edu
cation, self-esteem and
guidance toward helping
us to become respectful,
productive, self-fulfilled
citizens of the world.
When Gibbs High
School was all we had,
what was lacking in
social justice was soft
ened through unselfish
efforts and loving dedi
cation of faculty, which
included support re
spectfully offered, to
diminish emotional scars
heaped on by a hostile
society. The words of
this original school song
represent heart-felt con
nections of former stu
dents who cherish mem
ories of the best of times
that are interwoven with
memories of the worst of
times. Whether locally
or residing in the far
reaches of the universe,
our connection to the
best experiences are
roots that run deep. That
is why, year after year,
former black students
from near and far gather
to celebrate memories
that represent part of our
history as students at the
school that helped us to
become who we are.
I clearly recall as a
freshman,
being
impressed by the unmis
takable dignity of upper

classmen. They were
more than attractive
older teenage boys and
girls. They were young
men arid women who
exhibited personification
of dignity and self
respect.
Dignity and self
respect, I soon came to
learn, that was signifi
cantly encouraged and
influenced by our educa
tional mentors1; the prin
cipal and faculty. These
are the roots that run
deep. That is Why every;
time1 discussions come
up in the black commu
nity about Gibbs High
School,
discussions
among
people
who
know, or people who
were either there, or
otherwise aware of the
way we were during the
long bitter years of seg
regation, the names of
certain principals, teach
ers and outstanding stu
dents are mentioned.
History, as history, is
important to me. In
terms of appreciation for
black history, I was for
tunate in this regard: As
a Child, my three older
sisters, Ruby, Esther, and
Theo, all studied Negro
History as part of the
curriculum at Gibbs
High School.
By the time I entered
the seventh grade there,
the course Was no longer
offered. But J read my
sister’s homework, stud
ied the scrapbooks made
as part of course require
ments, and had access to
weekly deliveries of the
Pittsburgh Courier and
Chicago Defender. This
early exposure to black
history was reinforced
by conversations with
my mother and father
and time spent with my
grandmother, Georgia
Wilson Brown; a mid
wife, Who was bom free,
but plantation-reared,
who taught me things.
Arid sang spirituals and
folk songs of her youth
to me.
History is important
for every culture. Black
history should be an
everyday thing. Black
history is of special
importance for black
children who, still strug
gle to find a productive
place and sense of self
and security, in the reali
ty of our black/white
world. For the young,
black history and cele
bration of survival are
healthy avenues for
exploration
toward
self-knowledge and selfworth. Who, but older
generations, are better

qualified to serve our Seaman Cecil Dandy, of
young black people of the renown vocally
St. Petersburg, when it blessed Dandy family,
comes to honoring pre and Private Anderson
cious memories associat Williams, thrilled the
ed with Gibbs High audience with song dur
School of yesteryear, in ing a visit at a chapel
spite of the good, the exercise. Dr. Robert
Swain,
the
bad, and the ugly; in James
-spite of countless past school’s first profession
negative' facts of time al graduate, entrepreneur
that will not be denied? and
civil
activist,
There are and forever addressed students on
will be; memories che Career Day. In 1945,
rished, worthy of Cele Gilbert “Sonny” Leggett,
bration and praise. The who became a dentist,
class of 1951 thoughtful and his brother, William
ly chose. “Salute to “Billy” Leggett; now a
Trailblazers” as the retired educator, and
theme of their Saturday Clarence
“Shad”,
banquet program at the Williams, became Eagle
Dolphin Beach Resort in Scouts. In 1946, the year
St. Pete Beach, during of
Principal
G.W.
the
weekend
of Perkins’ retirement, a
September 29 through gymnasium; thanks to
October 2, and rightly his efforts, was erected
so; For surely, they stand on the southwest portion
tall among the long line of the campus at a cost of
of trailblazers that began $25,000 to serve- as a
With the school’s open meeting place for com
ing to black students in munity activities; school
1928.
Chapel exercises, basket
I hav.e a collection of ball games and other
Gibbs High School year school activities.
books spanning the ages
I have friends who
more or less from 1938 also still have a copy or
to 1947. The 1938 copy two of GHS yearbooks.
might well be the only We guard them with Fort
surviving one of that Knox-like
devotion.
year. It was generously Other former students,
loaned to me by Ms. during
visits home,
make
a
point
of visiting
Ophelia Wilson, a class
mate of Ralph M. the school that inspired
Wimbish, who became a us educationally, fed us
noted
doctor,
Ms. spiritually' and nurtured
Wilson’s personal physi us psychologically.
cian, and outstanding
There are former stu
civil rights activist. Eula dents residing here Bogans was Crowned graduates of GHS from
Miss Gibbs High the as far back as 1932 same year.
Who, like the rest of us,
In 1939-40, Kate without hesitation recall
Lois Scott was named an impressive list of
Miss GHS with Carrie principals and faculty,
Dixon and me as her who made significant
attendants.
differences in our lives
In 1944, graduates during some of the worst

times of our youth.
It is unfortunate that
the Class of 1951 was
not allowed to- tour the
new Gibbs High School
as part of their reunion
activities. In the face of
their
disappointment;
many people applaud the
dignity shown by them
in this most regrettable
incident. We always
knew that Gibbs High
School was not about the
building, but about peo
ple.
As
progressiveminded former students,
they wanted very much
to see the new school.
But iq their hearts it was
the old Gibbs High
School with its many
memories, indelible and
unforgettable, that took
them there. Some good
will come of it.

Florida Breast And
Cervical Cancer Early
Detection Program
Established in 1994,
the Florida Breast and
Cervical Cancer Early
Detection Program is a
breast and cervical can
cer screening program
that provides reducedcost or free mammo
grams, clinical breast
exams and Pap smears to
low-income, uninsured
women between the ages
of 50 and 64
The
program
is
funded 'by the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) as
part Of the National
Breast and Cervical
Cancer Early Detection

Program
serving 50
states, 14
Indian
Tribes, and
territo
7
ries.
The program has 16
lead sites that ensure
statewide access to ser
vices.
Services Provided
Through FBCCEDP:
•Breast arid Cervical
cancer screening exams
(mammograms,
Pap
smears arid clinical
breast exams) are pro
vided. to uninsured and
underinsured women 50

to 64 years of age, at or
below 200% of poverty
•Diagnostic exams
are provided as neces
sary
• Case management
is provided to all clients
• Outreach, public
education and profes
sional education is pro
vided'
• Data is collected
arid utilized to assess
program’s effectiveness
and quality
•Treatment’for eligi
ble women may be paid
by Medicaid
INFORMATION
LINE: 1-800-451-2229:
'
rfibv

Cancer? Answers.

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
NOTICE OF TESTING OF BALLOT
TABULATION EQUIPMENT

In accordance with the provisions of Chapter
101.5612(1) Florida Statutes, notice is hereby give
that an Accuracy Test Certification of the ballot tab
ulating equipment to be used in the St. Petersburg
Non-Partisan General Election will be conducted on
Wednesday,-October 19, 2005 at 9:00 o’clock a.m.,
Tuesday, November 8, 2005, 9:00 o’clock a.m., and
on Wednesday, November 9, 2005 at 2:00 o'clock
p.m. at the Pinellas County Supervisor of Elections
Election Service Center, 14255 49th Street North,
Suite 202, Clearwater, Florida. The Canvassing
Board will canvass and process absentee ballots fol
lowing the 9:00 a.m. test on November 8 and will
continue to canvass and process absentee ballots at
6:00 p.m. On November 9 at 2:00 p.m., prior to the
final test of the optical scan equipment, the
Canvassing Board will canvass any provisional bal
lots. In accordance with Chapter 101.6104 Florida
Statutes, no challenge based upon any defect on the
voter’s certificate shall be accepted after the ballot
has been removed from the return mailing envelope.
Eva Andujar
City Clerk
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Presents Project Alpha

Serena Williams Pulls Out Of Last Two
2005 Tournaments
Williams,

James Vincent Pierce, President,
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

On Saturday, Omicron
Beta Lambda Chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. in collaboration with
the March of Dimes Found
ation and Alpha Institute
Inc, presented Project Alpha
at St Petersburg College
(Clearwater branch). The
Alpha Institute is a 501 © 3
organization that provides
youth services through a
partnership
with
the
Juvenile Welfare Board.
About 40 middle and
high school students from
northern Pinellas County
were in attendance along
with parents and mentors of
Alpha. For more than 20
years, the men ofAlpha Phi
Alpha have been working
with the staff and volunteers
of the March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation,
taking Project Alpha to hun
dreds of communities and
thousands of teen males.
This collaborative pro
ject is designed to provide
education, motivation and
skill-building on issues of
responsibility, relationships,
teen pregnancy and sexual
ly transmitted diseases for
young males ages 12-15
years old. The three goals
of the program are sharing

knowledge by combating
ignorance and fear with fac
tual information. Changing
attitudes by providing moti
vation toward positive
changes in sexual behavior
and providing skills by cre
ating a sense of empower
ment and self-esteem.
Program
highlights
include: providing educa
tion for young males 12-15
years old on sexuality,
fatherhood and the role of
males in relationships;
motivating young men to
make decisions about their
goals and values, and act in
ways that support their deci
sions; developing life skills
through role-playing and
utilizing appropriate male
role models and mentors.
Project Alpha is one of sev
eral national programs
which also include Go-toHigh-School, Go-to-College, Voter Registration
and the Dr. Martin Luther
King,- Jr. Memorial in
Washington D.C.
The Alpha Institute is a
leadership training program
where teenage males in the
upper Piellas County area
learn to work together and
are counseled by profes
sional men to develop an

Randolph Lightfoot, Education Chairman,
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
understanding of the skills
necessary to lead produc
tive and successful lives
within the family, school,
and community. The young
men received assistance in
developing self esteem,
leadership skills, value clar
ification, academic skills
and career objectives.
These activities are car
ried out through 3-hour pre
sentations
during
12
Saturday morning sessions
at St. Petersburg College
(Clearwater Branch) in
Clearwater, Florida. The
young men are provided
breakfast and lunch after
each session. Major high
lights of the program
include college and busi
ness tours to various
metropolitan areas that pro
vide information to the
young men about careers
and higher education oppor
tunities.
Alpha
Phi
Alpha
Fraternity Inc., is the
nation’s oldest and largest
collegiate African American
fraternity. "We are members
of the community who rec
ognize our responsibility to
give something back," said
James Pierce, President of
the Clearwater Chapter of

Alpha Phi Alpha. "We are
college educated and pro
fessional men who have
worked diligently to help
single parent children as
well as other young men
who need guidance and
mentoring. Our goal is to
break the cycle of poverty
through a series of work
shops designed to build
self-esteem through leader
ship development, scholar
ship, career development,
and value orientation."
Seven men at Cornell
University founded the fra
ternity in 1906. Through the
years, the group has boasted
a number of notable mem
bers. "When you look at
individuals such as Dr.
Martin Luther King, Justice
Thurgood
Marshall,
Andrew Young, and what
their accomplishments have
been, not just for the
African American commu
nity but as a whole, Alpha
Phi Alpha has, throughout
its history, been at the fore
front of providing leader
ship," said Pierce. For more
information and contacts,
please visit our website at
Clearwateralphas.com.

registry is helping," said
Pam Kohn, senior vice
president for Wal-Mart.
"Storm victims list items
that they really need, and
friends or family mem
bers can buy items for
them at our stores or
online."
Storm
victims
register for items by visit

ing a gift registry kiosk at
Wal-Mart Supercenters
and discount stores in the
U.S.,
or online
at
Walmart.com Friends or
family members who
want to purchase items
for storm victims can go
to the gift registry kiosk
at Wal-Mart stores, or
click on "Gift Registry" at

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) Serena Williams pulled out of her
last two scheduled tournaments of
the season Friday in hopes of being
healthy for 2006.

China Open to 127th-ranked Sun,
Tiantian in straight sets on Sept 21,
and hasn't played since.
"My doctors and trainers have
advised me that my leg needs to fully',
recover in order for me to play at the
level that I'm accustomed to play-,
ing," Williams said in a statement'
released by the WTA Tour.
"This has been such a disap
pointing year for me because I'm
such a competitive person and I liketo win for myself and for my fans. I
tried my best to fight through my‘
injuries during the season, but I now'
realize that I need to take some time'
off to rest my body and get back to
being 100 percent healthy."
Once No. 1, she's slipped to llth
in the current tour rankings.
’' I'm going to be busy these next
several weeks rehabbing, training
and getting healthy so that I can play
my very best for myself, the fans,,
tournaments and sponsors in 2006;"
Williams said.

Jazz Association To
Hold Musical Tribute,
Scholarship Fundraiser
The Al Downing Tampa Bay Jazz Association,' Inc. will
be giving a tribute to octogenerian saxophortist, Ernie
Calhoun on October 23, 2005. This tribute will serve the
purpose of raising money for the association’s scholarship
fund.’
Each year two $1,000 scholarships Eire given to students
pursuing a college education in jazz.
Ernie Calhoun has a rich musical background, as well as
a career in working with youth. He still plays on a regular
basis.

FYI
Photo by Herb Snitzer

Ernie Calhoun has been on the
Tampa Bay jazz scene for over 60
years.

“A Tribute to Ernie Calhoun: Saxophonist Extraordinaire.”
Sunday, October 23, 2005 from 2 to 5 p.m. at St. Peter’s
Cathedral, 140 Fourth Street North, St. Petersburg, Florida.

Scheduled to perform:

Belinda Womack; Paulette Pepper;

and many others.
Tickets are $20 and all donations go entirely to the scholarship
fund. For tickets call 894-4718 or available at door. Reception to fol
low in Parish Hall. Door Prizes.

Theo Valentine; John Lamb; Billy Norris;

Grant Dollars Available

Wal-Mart Opens Gift Registry For
Hurricane Katrina Victims
Hurricane
Katrina
victims have signed up
for items they need
through a new hurricane
gift registry at Wal-Mart
stores and online at
Walmart.com. "So many
friends and family mem
bers want to help hurri
cane victims in a tangible,
personal way, and this

Serena Williams

who won the
Australian Open
this year for her
seventh Grand
Slam title, will
miss the event in
Zurich, Switzer
land, and the
Advanta Champ
ionships
that
begin Oct. 31 in
Philadelphia.
She's been
hampered by left
ankle and knee
problems
for
months
and
played only 28
matches in 2005,
going 21-7.
Williams skipped the French
Open, was upset in the third round at
Wimbledon, and lost to older sister
Venus in the fourth round of the U.S.
Open. She then lost her opener at the

Walmart.com. They enter
the name of a storm vic
tim and select the items
they wish to purchase.
Items purchased online
can be shipped directly to
the recipient; items pur
chased at stores must be
shipped by the sender.

St. Pete Midtown
Health Council is seeking
innovative, creative, and
motivated
projects. If
you are in need of funding
for an idea that you or your
organization has that is
health related. Grant
Awards
range
from

$500.00 - $1500.00.
Applications are avail
able from October 3rd to
November 4th, 2005 at the
Sanderlin Center located at
2335 22nd Avenue South,
St. Petersburg The final
deadline for all applica
tions must be postmarked

or returned no later than
Friday November 3rd ,
2005 at 5:00 p.m.
Technical Assistance
Workshop, will be provid
ed to assist with any ques
tions on the completing the
application. This work
shop will be held on

Tuesday October 18th,
2005 at the Sanderlin
Center from 7:00 pm 8:00 pm.
If,you have any addi
tional questions please
direct all calls to Mrs. Britt
at (727)321-9444 or stop
by the Sanderlin Center.

amed in Honor of Mother *Dear! Johnson

__ t the SCOOTER "Store show
you why thousands of people
have trusted us to help them
regain their independence.
From help with Medicare
and insurance paperwork to inhome delivery, we work
hard to earn your trust.

^L^The SCOOTER Store

The Original

iDer
Dor Product*. 1MC.
Southeast Oivisloi;
PO 80X13124

St Pslgfsbfg, ft 33733

{727)866-8139

America’s #7 Power Mobility Provider

1-866-877-0630
please mention code:
INS18905

To obtain more information, please call (727) 553-4800 or register
online at www.<ptu»f edutanrotl

UNIVERSITY OF
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Hurricane Relief
Jazz Concert At
Palladium Theater
On
last
Monday
evening, jazz fans galore
paraded into the Palladium
Theater greeting one
another and anticipating an
exciting jazz - packed
evening. Messrs. Mark
Spano, Executive Director
of the Palladium, Kenny
Drew, Jr. internationally
renowned jazz pianist, and
Rick Gee, local jazz
entrepreneur had collabo
rated on the evening’s jazz
concert. Drew and Gee
were the main solicitors
for jazz musicians, and it
was obvious by the lineup
that both had been success
ful in convincing the musi
cians to perform gratu
itously.
It was only natural that
initial conversations that
evening focused on devas

tating Hurricane Katrina’s
aftermath and its surviving
victims. However, the sub
ject matter slowly changed
to jazz, as the many musi
cians scheduled to perform
began to arrive. "There
goes Rose Bilal", one
enthusiastic fan shouted
out. Ms. Bilal is a familiar
face in the Tampa Bay jazz
area. An exciting jazz
vocalist, she is one of the
few female vocalists in the
area who is reminiscent of
jazz legend ‘Sassy Sarah
Vaughn’.
The evenings’ musical
format was an interesting
and exciting one. Young
jazz guitarist Nate Najar
led off the evening’s hap
penings with his cool and
laid back trio. Najar is a
very popular up and com

critics say is destined to
success in the jazz field.
Following Najar, local and
well-known alto saxo
phone jazz musician and
inventor (Lace Brace)
directed his quartet th
rough several exciting jazz
tunes. These two musical
jazz groups were perfect to
be the opening performers.
They warmed the audience
to' a level of readiness for
the jazz performances
scheduled for the remain
der of the evening. There
was a 15-minute intermis
sion, which gave the audi
ence the opportunity to
obtain a cold drink or
snack being sold in the
Palladium lobby.
Starting off the second
half of the jazz show was
the Kenny Drew, Jr. - Tom
Carabasi Brazilian Jazz
Group with Billy Pillucere,
bass, Patrick Bettison, har
monica and Dave Moss,
tenor and soprano saxo
phones.
Drew and
Carabasi played piano and
drums,
respectively.
Focused on Brazilian
tunes, the. group captured
the audience’s attention,
and it was not long before
they reeled -in welldeserved
applause.
Following the Brazilian
Jazz
Group,
Buster
Cooper, trombonist, and
John Lamb, bassist, leg
endary musicians in their

lleighborWorks
AMERICA
Ken Wade

Helping
Bay Area Residents
Achieve Homeownership
Neighbor Works® Homeownership," will
provides housing infor feature experts from the
mation to Tampa Bay three Bay Area Neighborcommunities
Works® Organizations:
Do you dream of Isay Gulley, President &
homeownership but don’t CEO
of
Clearwater
know where to start?
Neighborhood Housing
Neighbor Works® Services, Inc. (CNHS),
America will be providing Chloe Coney, President &
assistance to residents of CEO of the Corporation
the Tampa Bay area to Develop Communities
through its new housing of Tampa, Inc. (CDC
column for readers of the Tampa),
and
Askia
Weekly Challenger. The Muhammad
Aquil,
column, which features Executive Director of St.
tools, information and tips Petersburg Neighborhood
about homeownership, Housing
Services
will appear twice monthly (SPNHS). They all have
in two different formats.
the experience and insight
The housing column, to address affordable
entitled, "Pathways to housing issues facing this

community.
Each month, the lead
ers of these organizations
will present helpful hints
that will put Weekly
Challenger readers on the
path to homeownership.
Topics will include finan
cial fitness tips, finding
down-payment assistance,
avoiding foreclosure and
predatory lending tactics
Challenger readers
can get their, housing
questions answered in
"Ask the Experts," a
homeownership advice
column. Readers can mail
their affordable housing
questions to NeighborWorks® America: 2000

own right graced the stage
and as usual played in their
own personal entertaining
manner. Accompanying
Cooper and Lamb was the
aforementioned arid out
standing vocalist Rose
Bilal, John Jenkins, drums
and Kenny Drew, Jr.
returned to play piano.
A
well-deserved
15minute intermission was
taken, as the local and pop
ular jazz pianist Stan*
Hunter prepared to per
form before a scheduled
jam session closing out the
concert.
Hunters who hails from
Philadelphia, played his
up-tempo and personalized
piano style to the enjoy
ment of the entire audi
ence.
Completing the
rhythm section and de
livering more great jazz to
the audience was Patrick
Bettison, who changed
instruments from harmoni
ca to bass, while Tom
Carabasi .kept perfect time
on drums. Spearheading
the musical treat with his
Trane-like sounds was the
exciting and talented
Jeremy Carter on tenor
saxophone tying up the
musical loose ends to com
pletely enchant a most
appreciative audience.
After the
Hunter
group’s entertaining per
formance, a surprise treat
for the jazz fans in atten
dance was the appearance

Apalachee Parkway, Suite
200, Tallahassee, FL
32301.
For more information
about NeighborWorks®
vjsit their web site at
www.nw.org. About Nei
ghborWorks® America
NeighborWorks®
America provides finan
cial support, technical
assistance and training for
communities across the
nation, including the
NeighborWorks®
net
work - a nationwide net
work of more than 23 0
community development
organizations working in
more than 2,700 urban,
suburban and rural com
munities across America.
These
organizations
engage in revitalization
strategies
strengthen
communities and trans
form lives. In the last five
years
alone,
NeighborWorks® organi
zations have generated
more than $8.5 billion in
reinvestment and helped
more than 500,000 fami
lies of modest means pur
chase or improve their
homes or secure safe,
decent rental or mutual
housing.

that

NeighborWorks® Investment in
Tampa Bay’s Communities
Community

NeighborWorks® Organization

Clearwater:

Clearwater Neighborhood
Housing Services (CNHS)

Tampa:

ode

Community Development Corporation
of Tampa (CDC Tampa)

Investment
$2,398,948.68

$288,779.00

OFTAMBMNC
oCMweovakn:

St. Petersburg:

M oa .ac

^SPNS^
■MaaeaMOB nomh

St. Petersburg Neighborhood
Housing Services (SPNHS)

$2,674,174.00

.

Stan Hunter at piano

of the Lori Hafer Quartet.
While Lyle Warner kept
the tempo on drums, Mike
arid Paul Hafer, husband
and son, played piano and
electric bass, respectively.
Ms. Hafer sang only two
tunes,
however,
she
delighted the entire audi
ence with her. rendition of
the Miles Davis composi
tion ‘All Blues’. Hafer is a
jazz stylist who hails from
Spring Valley, but is well regarded by fellow jazz
musicians, and is needed
by the jazz community
here in the Tgrilpa Bay
area. This young lady
knows her music;'Specifi
cally jazz!
The performing musi
cians closed out the con
cert with a fired-up jam
session. With a rhythm
section comprised of

Kenny Drew, Jr., piano,
Billy Pillucere, bass, and
two
drummers, John
Jenkins and Tom Carabasi,
the musicians turned it up a
notch. Tenor saxophonists
George
Allgaier
and
Jeremy Carter, and trom
bonist Andy Foerstch were
out front clearing the way
to an outstanding finale’.
As the excited and vibrant
fans were leaving there
was an overall vibe in the
air, that all had-been wit
ness to a fantastic concert
for a well-deserved cause.

Andy Foertsch, Trombone George Allgaier, tenor sax

sjc * * * sjc' *
Jazz fans - do you have
any feedback? I would
like to hear, from YOCJ!
Mail your letters to Rick
Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o The
Weekly Challenger, 2500

Jeremy Carter, tenor sax

Low-Income Residents In St. Petersburg
Sign Up For Lifeline Verizon Program Gives
$13.50 Credit On Monthly Phone Bill

Above: Becky Bailey, the legislative aide for Rep. Frank Farkas shares a moment with a Lakebrook resident
who signed up for Lifeline, Below: A teenager who emigrated from Bosnia acts as translator for a Bosnian
woman (R) who was discussing the program with a Verizon resident.

Twenty-five residents
of, Lakebrook Park Ap
artments, located at 200
78th
Avenue
North,
applied for a subsidy
recently to defray the cost
of local telephone service.
The sign-up event on Sept.
21- was held at Lakebrook
because it participates iri
the Federal Public Housing
program.
Customers are eligible
if the household partici
pates in any of the follow
ing' programs:
Food
Stamps, Temporary As
sistance for Needy Fa
milies (TANF),
Low
Income Home Energy Ass
istance
Programs
(LIHEAP), Medicaid, Su
pplemental
Security
Income (SSI), Federal
Public Housing Assistance
(Section 8).
You can also partici
pate if your household
income is no more than
135% ofthe federal pover
ty income guidelines. For
example, a household with
four family members could
participate if the total

income did not exceed
$26,123 annually. To qual
ify under this criteria, call
the Office Of Public
Counsel at
1-800-540-7039.
Link-Up Is a compan
ion program to Lifeline
that can save you 50% off
of your service connection
fee, up to $30, if applicable
(only applies to new connections).The program’s
benefit was best summed
up by one participant who
said," It helps people who
are disadvantaged or elder

TOTAL NWLGLNCL
•0/7
A»eSouth
5t
Ft

ly to afford basic telephone
service and allows them to
stay in touch with family
and friends."

For more information
about the Lifeline pro
gram, call Verizon at
1-800-483-4000.

1535 16th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
•,
http://www.sweetroseflowersandgifts.com
Phone: 727.894.2900
Fax: 727.894.2977
e-mail: sweetrose_ent@verizbn.net

Fresh and Silk flowers and green plants

and
Wedding consulting
Event Planning and Home Decor

Our Services
Cuts

Relays

I

Sprat seta
Straw sets
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Wfilhws 1000 -700
iOOO- 600
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We accept Visa.
American Express Discover
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continued

Health

Education: Parent Help Is

from front page

to assist and empower
parents in getting the best

education for their chil
dren.

Based on the con

"We Can Do It
Better Togehter", the

cept

B
l
^■1

J

i,

WO

volunteers were trained
on how to positively in
teract with parents, teach

Mabel's
This
'n
That

ers and administrators to

resolve issues of concern.
The
Program
is
designed to assist parents

when

responding

to

school issues like promo
tions, retentions, disci

place

pline,

program

ment,

suspensions,

or

expulsions. Also, the pro

Photo by Chris Robinson
Elder (Rev.) Martin Rainey

by: Elder Martin Rainey
Weekly Challenger
Correspondent

Recently, 1 had
the opportunity to meet
on several occasions with
interested people in the
community about how we
could help our parents
effectively deal with edu
cational issues. At times
parents are frustrated with
teachers and administra-

tors regarding procedures
in the classroom, There
are times when parents
need help in order to deal
positively with their frus
trations.
As a result of these
discussions The Parent
Liaison Advocacy Pr
ogram, a group of trained
community volunteers,
was formed. The mission
of the volunteer group is

gram encourages more
parent involvement in

education.

The Parent Liaison
Advocacy Program con
sists of representatives of
the NAACP, Front Porch
Council, Baptist Mi
nisters Conference, and

the Midtown Literacy and
Technology Project.
For more informa
tion, please contact Elder
Martin Rainey at 727866-2589 or Cassandra
Jackson - 727-898-3310.
Thank you.

Post Office
from front page
other
local
officials
marked the event with
speeches and fanfare.
"When we went out earli
er and we asked what you
wanted, you said you
wanted a post office, a
grocery store and a bank.
You also said you wanted
black participation in the
projects," Deputy Mayor
Goliath Davis said. "In
that respect, the mayor
has heeded your call."
Mayor Baker echoed
those sentiments.
"Today is the day that
the United States govern
ment, as well as the city,
of St. Petersburg, is step
ping forward to say,
‘Midtown, St. Petersburg
is a seamless part of our
city, and of our country,"
Baker said.
Midtown
residents have wanted a
post office for years.
Before its expansion, the
Midtown Station Post
Office was known as the
South Annex Carrier Post
Office, and only provided
carrier service to the area.
Residents who wanted to
rent a post office box or
buy stamps had to travel
elsewhere.
Midtown
resi
dents voiced their con
cern about the issue dur
ing Strategic Planning
Initiative meetings in
2001, saying the area was
in need of not only a fullservice post office, but
also a grocery store and
bank. Then newly elect
ed, Mayor Baker vowed
that he and the city would
meet Midtown’s requests.
After lobbying from Gov.
Jeb Bush and local and
state representatives, the
Postal Service signed off
on the project. Mayor
Baker noted how Gov.
Bush and Rep. C. W. Bill
Young penned letters in
support of the post office.

Willie Felton, Watson Haynes and John Wooten

Mabel Cooper
Hello my readers, did you miss
me? Well I am back in the saddle
again. For the time being

Moments Of Joy
Recently, all roads led to 54th ave.
So where the good times rolled again,
Diane Gallow celebrated her 47th
Birthday. The swinging party cut loose
at .6:00 pm with no curfew and lasted
until Sunday night.
It was a casual bash. A festive
atmosphere prevailed. Diane choose a
cream and gold color scheme. A tiki
pathway led to the dance floor.
The birthday girl put together a
celebration that will be hard to beat. To
begin the no-sleep-for-the weary we
ekend, guests arrived early and left
late.
We enjoyed our friend’s celebra
tion. The DJ played older records in a
newer way. The music was my cup of
tea, When was the last time you heard
the oldie,"I wish I could shimmy like
my sister Kate. The over flow crowd
was treated to' food and dessert.
The hostess enjoyed herself as
much as her guests. She received lots
of useful gifts, cards and flowers.
Guests were as follows:

• Party hosted by King K. Production
• Executive Producers : Kevin Harris,
Donnilah McClendon, and Chianta
Harris
• Photography: Dave and Chrystal
Conklin
• Party Supplies: Rent-All City
• The DJ: Dirty Red
• Photos: Dave Williamson
• Featured Artist: LiL-Chi from Ch
icago, Ill

• Chef: Stanley Beil
Out of Town Guest Veronica
Hampton, Lashawn Little, and Henry
Lee, all. of Miami , Florida. Stanlry
Bell and Chianta Harris both of
Daytona Beach, Florida, Lincoln
Lovell, Judy Lovell, and Eloise

Archiball, all of Orlando, Florida
Deloris and Lorenzo Collins, Shenik
and Charles Harris, and Ron Dallas, all
of Clearwater, Florida, Alex and
Nicole Wynn, Tony and Antonio
Richardson, James Wigfall, Connie

Diane Gallon (above) Tangie
Wilson, Kevin Harris, Tiffany
Dukes, and Latoya Dukes (below)

Richardson and Marie Richardson; all
of Tampa Florida, Tangie Wilson, Mar
Dortch, Tiffany Dukes all of Sarasota,
Florida. Bartender: Gwen Martin
Servers: Gwenetta Martin, Joyce Sawe
During the night the guest reflected oh
many accomplishments of Diane as a
business owner, a high fashion model
but most all a beautiful and positive
example for all who wish to achieve
their dreams.
All in all, it was a great event.
This was to be expected, because
Diane is a great person.

theory, stating that blacks
with regular access to a pri
mary physician used outpa
tient visits, inpatient hospital
stays and prescription drugs
two to four times more often
than those without a stan
dard source of care.
Those regular check
ups could provide patients
with much-needed foresight
and the ability to treat and
possibly cure debilitating,
often deadly diseases.
According to the Centers for
Disease
Control
and
Prevention iri Atlanta, four
of the top five leading caus
es of death amongst blacks
in 2000 were heart disease,
cancer, stroke and diabetes.
Pneumonia, influenza, respi
ratory
disease
and
HIV/A1DS were also in the
top 10 causes.
While politics and the
economy play a role in our
access to quality healthcare
and how we deal with dis
eases and medication,- much
of the onus falls on us to
become more informed;
Today, .there’s a lot more
publicity, thanks in part to
the media, to educate people
living with diseases and help
others to prevent themselves
from acquiring some avoid
able illnesses. With just a lit
tle bit of knowledge and a lot
of personal will, much
progress can be made.
But despite a deluge of
publicity, the major factor in
just about every disease con
tinues to be a growing prob
lem for black Americans,
Floyd said. "The obesity epi
demic," Floyd said, "has
become a significant prob
lem in our community." He
cited the advancement of
technology, from cordless
phones to remote controls,
as a major, factor in the
increased number of obese
blacks. No longer do we
need to get up arid answer a
phone or change a channel.
Modem-day conveniences,
Floyd said, have led to
everyday health problems.
"If you draw a graph
with Obesity, heart disease
and diabetes, you’ll see that
there is a significant concor
dance with the development
of Type 2 diabetes, cardio
vascular disease and being
overweight," Floyd said.
"And a next likely step is
renal (kidney) disease.
Obesity just leads to a snow

Three "Roses' at Every Closing

Willie Felton is the Midtown Post Office’s first
customer

The city secured a just to access basic ser
$250,000
Community vices.
"It’s been a long time
Development
Block
Grant for the post office. coming," said Cedric
The total investment of Gordon, St. Petersburg’s
local, state' and federal Assistant Chief of Police.
dollars in the Midtown "This really is a great
area now exceeds $100 day. Midtown deserves
million. The grand open this." The post office will
ing of the post office is be open Monday through
just one example of eco Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5
nomic
changes
in p.m. and on Saturday 9
Midtown. A Sweetbay a.m. to noon.
John Kucek is a
i grocery store, Midtown’s
first true supermarket, is reporter for the Ne
scheduled to open in ighborhood News Bu
November. Also in the reau, a program of the
works: a full service Department of Journal
SunTrust Bank, a project ism and Media Studies at
estimated to cost $1.65 the University of South
million. The post office Florida St. Petersburg.
opening is a boon to resi
dents, many of whom do
DNA PATERNITY
TESTING
not have cars and previ
Legal or Personal testing avail
ously had to find trans able. Results in t hree days.
10% discount for Challenger
portation out of the area Readers. Payment Options

ball effect. A lot of our prob
lems can be averted by exer
cising."
Kimberly Garrison, a
certified personal trainer,
agreed." African-Americans
are really in a deplorable
state of fitness and health,
particularly
AfricanAmerican women," said
Garrison, who owns One on
One Ultimate Fitness in
Philadelphia. "Right now,
about 60 percent of us are
obese, 20 are overweight
and 20 are at an ideal size.
Garrison said she was
floored by a 2000 study that
found the average dress size
for black women to be 20.
Being •' overweight has'
become far too unacceptable
within our community, she
said." It is cultural. We tend
to be more comfortable in a
bigger size," Garrison said.
"And that’s fine. An extra 10
pounds, is one thing, but an
extra 60 is something else."
In general, blacks have
too many excuses when it
comes to reasons why work
ing out just won’t work. The
costs associated with health
club memberships or the
determination to maintain
intricate hairstyles generally
become obstacles in getting
the recommended amount of
physical activity.
"We make significant
investments in external
things like having our hair
and nails done. And’ it’s
nothing for me to drive
through North Philadelphia
and see [black .-men and
women] driving a Mercedes
Benz or BMW," Garrison
said. "We’re the same people
who spend hundreds of dol
lars getting our hair braided
or getting a fabulous weave.
Those are things that we
don’t think twice about
spending money on.
"Looking good is more
important to us than'feeling
good and being in good
health," Garrison continued.
"It’s really about priorities.
We have to change our
thinking first."'Once blacks
make fitness a priority, we
have to learn how to develop
a regimen that’s flexible to
change as we progress.
"Joining a gym and
working our appropriately
are two different things,"
Garrison said. "You’ve got
to keep changing your rou
tine because you can’t keep
the same exercises and not
get minimal results."
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STATE NEWS
Specialty Martin
Luther King Jr.
License Plate
Now Available
The Martin Luther
King Jr. “Live the
Dream” specialty license
plate became available
to the public in July
2005. In just one month,
a total of 988 specialty
license plates were sold.
There is an addition
al registration renewal
cost of $37.00. An addi
tional fee of $18.60 is
required to purchase the
plate outside of registra
tion renewal.
The proceeds from
the specialty license

plate helps fund grants to
provide research for care
and treatment of sickle
cell disease, funds health
education and healthy
start programs for lowincome families to fight
infant mortality and birth
defects, as well as help
fight homelessness.

EEOC Files
Pregnancy
Discrimination Suits
Against Three Florida
Employers
MIAMI - Three
Florida employers either
refused to hire pregnant
women or fired pregnant
employees, the U.S.
Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Comm
ission (EEOC) charges
in three pregnancy dis
crimination
lawsuits
filed on September 28,
2005, against Mothers
Work, Inc., doing busi
ness as Motherhood; PH
Fitness and, JRRCC,
Inc., doing business as
Fitness
First;
and
Cognisa Security, Inc.,
under Title VII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964,
as amended by the Pr
egnancy Discrimination
Act of 1978.
“Despite the impor
tant place the family
holds in our culture,
EEOC has seen an
increase in pregnancy
discrimination charges
both nationwide and in
Florida,” said Frederico
Costales,
EEOC’s
Miami District Director.
“Women should not be
forced to choose be
tween motherhood and
their livelihood. Em
ployers need to heighten

Make a splash this suiiuuer at Florida’s
great new luxury golf resort and spa.
Wh tw pools rad » wterslide. a Iwwpesm-styk vpa and

Suuinivr
SpJstsh Ratu

< haxnpiouship golf, ewrame

H30

will be afek to prl in on the

per night'

NAACP Releases 2005 Florida Legislative Report Card
Clearwater - The Florida
State Conference of Branches
released its inaugural Florida
Legislative Report Card at the
62nd Annual State Convention
in
Tallahassee,
Fla.
on
September 24, 2005.
The report card graded
Legislators on seven bills that
the NAACP provided a stance
on and were considered by the
full Florida State House of

Representatives and Senate.
The report card is designed
to provide the public with
insight into the general voting
patterns of their Congressional
representatives and state dele
gations on bills that NAACP
has taken a stance.
The chart documents local
Legislators (Hillsborough and
Pinellas Counties) and their
grades.

Senate
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Rep. Arthenia
Joyner

Senator Lesley
Miller Jr.

their awareness to preg
nancy issues and not tar
get pregnant women for
unlawful treatment in the
workplace.
In
Florida,
the.
EEOC’s Miami District
Office received 223
pregnancy-related char
ges of discrimination in
Fiscal Year 2005 com
pared to 114 in Fiscal
Year 1992.
The first
of the EEOC’s lawsuits
alleges that Mothers
Work refused to hire
women who were preg
nant and terminated a
store manager in St.
Augustine, Fla., in retal
iation for complaining to
upper
management
about the discrimination.
In a second lawsuit,
the EEOC alleged that
an employee of Fitness
First
Plantation
in

Deerfield Beach, who
was promised a promo
tion to manager, was ter
minated only two days
after she informed her
supervisor that' she was
pregpant.
The third EEOC
lawsuit alleges that a
security
guard
for
Cognisa Security was
terminated for refusing
to take maternity leave
before the birth of her
child.
The EEOC will; ask
the federal court to issue
an order to prevent fur
ther discrimination by
Mothers Work,, Fitness
First
and
Cognisa
Security, as well as seek
back pay, compensatory
and punitive damages on
the women’s behalf.

12
11
13
18
16

Victor D. Crist
Mike Fasano
Dennis Jones
Lesley Miller Jr.
Jim Sebasta

F
F
C
A+
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57.14%
42.86%
71.43%
100.00%
71.43%
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Kevin Ambler
Thomas Anderson
Gus Bilirakis
Kim Berfield
Faye Culp
Frank Farkas
Bill Galvano
Richard Glorioso
" Bob Henriquez
Ed Homan
Arthenia Joyner
Charlie Justice
Kenneth Littlefield
Frank Peterman
Ron Regan
Everett Rice
Dennis Ross
Anthony Traviesa
Leslie Waters

c
c

71.43%
71.43%
57.14%
57.14%
71.43%
57.14%
71.43%
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71.43%
57.14%
100.00%
85.71%
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Districtt

Rep. Frank
Peterman

F
F
C
F
C
C
C
F
A+
B+
C
. A+
C

c
c
F

c

71.43%
71.43%
57.14%
71.43%

FAMU Gets News About Bar
Examinations
Florida A&M Un
iversity (FAMU) recently
received news about the
results of the Florida Bar
Examination.
More than half of the
graduates from FAMU’s
re-established College of
Law who sat for ’ the
examination passed, but
not as many as universi
ty officials expected.

“I would have loved
for us to haye better
results,” said FAMU
Interim President Castell
Vaughn Bryaht, “but I
am not discouraged.
This, gives us a chance to
improve our students’
scores before the next
exam.”
Twenty-seven of 51
students who took the

exam made the grade.
Both Bryant and
Interim Law Dean James
Douglas said they are
waiting for a complete
analysis of the recent
scores.
They said they are
proud of the FAMU
graduates who did pass,
but will place emphasis
bn those...students who

will soon sit for the bar.
They added that they
expect better results in
the future and feel confi
dent that the law school
is still on,the right track.
The bar will be
administered again in
February 2006.
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NATIONAL NEWS
Exhibit
Explores
History
Of
Slavery In
New York
by: Deepti Hajela

Wire sculptures depicting the first African slaves
to arrive in New York are on display at the New
York Historical Society as part of an exhibit on the
history of Slavery in New York on Wednesday,
Sept. 28, 2005 in New York. The largest show the
New-York Historical Society has ever put together
includes nine thousand square feet of exhibition
space, filled with documents, paintings, video,
sculpture, and carrying a price tag of about $5
million, opens Friday, Oct.7. (AP Photo/Frank
Franklin II)

NEW YORK (AP) Most Americans think of
slavery as a Southern
institution, but for close
to 200 years, New York
City- served as a centerpiece in the African
slave trade.
Slavery
was
an when the American
important part of New Revolution began in
York’s economy, as a 1776, the only city with
new exhibition shows. more slaves than New
“Slavery in New York,” York was Charleston,
a massive, $5 million S.C. “New York almost
undertaking by the New- got an extra representa
(in
Congress)
York Historical Society, tive
opened October 7, 2005, because it had so many
and runs through March slaves,” said Richard
Rabinowitz, the show’s
5, 2006.
Through documents, curator.
The exhibition is
paintings, video and
sculpture in over 9,000 spread over multiple gal
square feet of exhibition leries and has 40 original
space, the show focuses documents, 100 artifacts
on just how vital slavery and at least 400 repro
was to the building of duced images, such as
the city and the state. maps and portraits, accu
Slavery was abolished in mulated from collections
New York in 1827, but around the world. It also
has items from slave

holding households, like
a pair of candlesticks
and a looking glass from
Mount Pleasant, home to
one of New York’s most
esteemed families, the
Beekmans. And there’s a
section where viewers
can record their own
impressions, as well as
educational space for
children.
“Slavery
is
not
African-American histo
ry, slavery is American
history,” said James
Oliver Horton, professor
of American Studies and
History
at
George
Washington University,
who consulted on the
show. “Every person is

shaped by a culture that
was made into what it
became by various peo
ple and their various
interactions. We’d be
different people in a dif
ferent culture if slavery
had not happened.”
The story of slavery
in New York unfolds
over a period of two cen
turies, from about 1626
until July 4, 1827', when
slavery was abolished in
the state. It starts with
the first Africans brought
by the Dutch to what
was
then
New
Amsterdam. The Dutch
engaged in a system of
half-slavery, meaning
the Africans they forced
to work for them could
later be freed.
One important docu
ment in the show is a
centuries-old piece of
paper, borrowed from
the state library in
Albany, that grants free
dom to one of the slaves.
That system changed
entirely when the British
took over, after 1664.
“The British create a
much more severe regi
men, we call it the tight
ening vise,” Rabinowitz
said.
Roughly chronologi
cal, the exhibit proceeds
to demonstrate how
slaves became an every
day part of life in 1703,

42 percent of New York
households had slaves,
compared to 6 percent in
Philadelphia and 2 per
cent in Boston and a
lucrative
business
between 1715 and 1740,
500 different merchants
invested in slave voy
ages.
That’s practically
every merchant in busi
ness
at
the
time,
Rabinowitz said. Slaves
did everything, from
manual
construction
labor to agricultural
work
to
household
cleaning. “Slaves did
any kind of work that
had to be done, especial
ly the kind of work oth
ers didn’t want to do,”
Horton said. Slaves
helped build some New
York City landmarks
such as Trinity Church,
the first City Hall and
the wall on Wall Street.
Between 1732 and
1754, slaves accounted
for more than 35 percent
of the total immigration
through the port of New
York, Horton said. The
show proceeds through
the' Revolutionary War,
when many slaves joined
the British to become
free; and then on to the
l9th century, when the
push toward abolition
resulted
in
more
Africans being granted

freedom until slavery I
was outlawed*in 1827.
The museum put
together a team of schol- I

ars to advise on the pro
ject, and‘is also publish- j
ing a companion book of
essays. Some of those |

contributing include historians Ira Berlin of the
University of Maryland
and Jill Lepore of
Harvard University, and
Christopher Moore of
the Schomburg Center
for Research in Black
Culture. The historical

scholars, and I think it’s
time for this to be a part
of the public dialogue,”
Rabinowitz said.

DETROIT (AP) -

i Actor and comedian Bill

i
j
!
I
|
!

society also collaborated :
with the Schomburg for ■
public programs and
education initiatives for
the show.
The society will also
play
host
to ‘the
Emancipation
Proclamation for a short
time, from Oct. 6
through Oct. 19. A fol
low-up exhibition, on the
period after 1827, will
open next year.
Organizers hope the J
show, which will not
travel, brings out a wide
audience and exposes a
reality most people may
not have known.
“It’s been a very
important subject for

Bill Cosby
Encourages
Detroiters To
Get Involved

j
|
!

|

Cosby visited Detroit
recently, as part of a 15city tour to encourage
community involvement
and self-improvement.
He asked
black
Americans to each con
tribute $8 to help the
historically
black
Dillard and Xavier uni
versities that were dam
aged
by
Hurricane
Katrina in New Orleans.
They “have to be
rebuilt better,” he said.
“Because I want’ us to
build and rebuild cor
rectly, and call that
ours.” During his two
speeches
at
Wayne
County
Community
College, he talked of the
importance of educa
tion, encouraged support
of grandparents and fos
ter parents and criticized
Detroiters for being

Bill Cosby

complacent and failing
to be involved in the
community.
Besides asking for
assistance for the New
Orleans universities, he
said he hoped donations
would ’ help increase
endowments to $500
million each at two other
historically black uni
versities,
Spelman
College in Atlanta and
Southern University and
A&M College in Baton
Rouge, La.

Several organizations haye initiated online relief funds to
the college campuses along the Gulf Coast: The United
Negro College Fund (www.uncf.org); National Association
of Equal Opportunity In Higher Education
(www.nafeo.org); Historically-Black Colleges and
Universities (www. hbcuconnect.com); The Red Cross
(www.redcross.org); and USA Freedom Corps
(www. usafreedomcorps. gov).

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
HIV Cases Continue
To Climb In South
Africa
JOHANNESBURG,
South Africa (AP) -HIV
cases continue to climb
in South Africa and life
expectancy could plum
met in the world’s most
infected country if more
is not done to combat
the virus: Nearly 6.3
million of South Africa’s
47 million people are
believed to be living
with the virus, that caus
es AIDS, up from 5.3
million in 2003, accord
ing to figures presented
at
the
provincial
Gauteng AIDS Council
conference, the South
African
Press
Association reported.
If the pandemic con
tinues, life "expectancy
in one of Africa’s most
developed countries will
soon plummet from 63
to 46 years and below,
said Alan Whiteside,
professor of health eco
nomics and HIV at the
University of KwaZuluNatal. HIV prevalence
in
Gauteng,
South
Africa’s economic cen
ter, is well over 30 per
cent and even higher in
provinces like impover
ished KwaZulu-Natal,
Whiteside said in open
ing remarks at the threeday
conference
in

Johannesburg.
Acting
Gauteng
Premier
Gwen
Ramokgopa said HIV
was not spreading as
quickly as in previous

years, but conceded
infection levels continue
to rise. More people are
living with the disease in
South Africa than in any
other country and it is
now one of the leading
causes of death among
young
adults.
The
impact of the virus is
likely to peak in about
20 years, Whiteside
said.
“Impact
on
the
demographic structure is
going to be greatest,” he
added; “The population
is going to be smaller
and the structure is
going to be different. We
can’t say how, but the
population may not'
reach
50
million.”
President
Thabo
Mbeki’s government has
drawn criticism for its
sluggish respense to the
crisis.
South Africa’s pre
vention efforts have won
international praise, but
just 76,000 of the esti
mated 500,000 people
who
need
AIDS
medicine are receiving
treatment through the
public health system.
The
World
Health
Organization has singled
out slow progress in
South Africa as one of
the main reasons it will
likely miss its target of
putting 3 million people
worldwide on AIDS
therapy by the end of
this year.

Hollywood Movies Fail To Show Negative Consequences
Of Sex, Drug Use, Researchers Say
September 2003 list of
the 200 biggest boxLONDON (AP) - offices successes of all
Hollywood might be bad time as ranked by the
Movie
for your health, accord Internet
Database.
They
exclud

ing to a new study,
which concludes that ed animated features,
films with G and
blockbuster. .
PG ratings, and
movies paint a
movies released
consequenceor set before the
free view of
start of the AIDS
sex and drugs.
pandemic
in 1983.
Dr. Hasantha
Real r
Of the. 87
Gunasekera,
remaining
movies
the
study’s
in the study pub
lead
author
lished
in
the
from the School
Journal of the Royal
Public Health at
University of Sydney, Society of Medicine, 28
said the findings are contained
troubling, “given the sex scenes !
HIV and illicit drug pan a total of
demics in developing 53 scenes
all.
and industrialized coun in
Only
one
.
tries.”
The
Australian film
researchers studied a l990’s “Pretty Woman,’’

By Jill Lawless

in which Julia
Roberts plays a
prostitute con
tained a “sug
gestion of con
dom use, which
was the only
reference to any
form of birth
control.”
“There were iio
depictions of important
consequences of unpro
tected sex such as
unwanted pregnancies,
HIV or other STDs,”
they added. The sexiest
film in quantity, if not
quality
was 200 l’s
71 “American Pie
2,” which con
tained
seven
episodes
of
unprotected sex
in which the
Si
“only
conse
quences were social

embarrassmenf,”
The 1992
thriller “Basic
Instinct” had
six sex scenes,
no birth con
trol and no
“public health
consequences” although
death by ice pick was a
threat. Suave superspy
James Bond also was
chided for his
promiscuity.
The 2002 Bond
adventure “Die
Another Day”
contained three
episodes of sex
“all new part
ners, no con
doms, no birth
consecontrol,
no
quences at all” but at
least no drug use.
Eight percent of the

films contained depic motion picture industry
tions of marijuana use, should be encouraged to
and 7 percent other non- depict safer sex practices
injected
drugs,
the and the real conse
researchers said. Just quences of unprotected
over half the marijuana sex and illicit drug use.”
Film mavens dis
scenes
52 percent
showed use of the drug agreed. Adam Smith, a
in a positive way. In the writer with the British
other 48 percent of cases film magazine Empire,
it was depicted as neu said it isn’t Hollywood’s
job “to be a social or
tral.
Characters Smoked moral guardian. It’s fic
tobacco in 68 tion.”
percent of the
“I don’t think you
can
pinpoint Hollywood
films and got
drunk in 32 per as responsible for sexual
cent. Only a immorality in the postquarter of the AIDS era,” said Paul
movies
were Grainge of the Institute
entirely free of of Film and Television
behavior such Studies at the University
Nottingham.
as unprotected of
sex, drug use, smoking “Hollywood responds to
and
drinking,
the social mores as well as
researchers said. The creates them.”
authors concluded: “The

Rice Reaches Pact On Keeping Central Asia Base
BISHKEK,
Kyrgyzstan - Secretary
of State Condoleezza
Rice, met with the new
leaders of Kyrgyzstan.
An
agreement
was
reached on long-term
rights to maintain an air
base for servicing mili
tary'aircraft on missions
to Afghanistan.
The United States
and allied forces may
continue t® use the base,
adjacent to the interna
tional airport here, “until
the
situation
in

U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice
Afghanistan is com
pletely
stabilized,”
President Kurmanbek S.
Bakiyev said at a news

conference.
Last
July,
Kyrgyzstan, along with
three other Central Asian
states and Russia and
China, issued a state
ment calling on the
United States to evacu
ate all its bases in this
region.
A short time later,
the Kyrgyz defense min
ister told Secretary of
Defense Donald
H.
Rumsfeld
that
the
United States could con
tinue to use the base.

But
since
then,
Kyrgyzstan has formed a
new government, and a
senior State Department
official said the govern
ment had waffled on a
commitment before the
agreement
reached
Tuesday’
The agreement is
particularly important
because
neighboring
Uzbekistan has asked
the United States to
leave its air base there,
and
the
Defense
Department says it will

have withdrawn from
that base by year’s end.
That leaves only the
Kyrgyz
base
near
Afghanistan.
.The State Depart
ment official, who spoke
on condition of anon
ymity because of the
host country’s sensitivity
on the issue, said the
agreement was reached
only after difficult nego
tiations.
Officials
said
Kyrgyzstan had de
manded an accounting

of the money already
spent.
The United States
does not makd a specific
lease payment for the
facility, but spends $40
million to $50 million a
year locally to purchase
fuel and other supplies
for the base.
Bakiyev told Rice
that he believed that the
former government of
Askar Akayev had stolen
much of the money,
though
no
specific
accounting was given.
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Cannida, Otis
"Dec" bom February 17,
1922 to the late Oes and
Velina Cannida in Te
nnille, Ga. Passed away
on October 4, 2005. He
worked at Wells Brothers
Sanitation Service and
retired after 20 years of
service at C.I. Lawson Pa
ving Company. He was a
member of New
Beginning Community
Church, where he was a
deacon and sang with the
male chorus. He leaves
beautiful memories his
beloved Wife: Bessie, of
39 years. His sons: Willie
Lee Cannida and his spe
cial friend Cathy, Phila
delphia, PA., Marion
Cannida & wife Evelyn
Sandersville, GA, Celestin
H. Biandudi & wife
Brenda, St. Petersburg, FL.
His daughters: Francis
Cannida Atlanta, GA
Ethelean Dixon—
Sandersville, GA. His sis
ters: Gladys Wilson Davisboro, GA Trudie
Mae Hall Philadelphia,
PA. 11 grandchildren,
several great-grand chil
dren and a host of nieces,
nephews and God chil
dren

Cole; grandchildren, Perry Cochran, Georgia and
Wilson, Jr., Sherrie
continued in the Sumter
County School District in
Gilbert, Pamela Wilson,
Wildwood,
Florida. She
Renada Taylor, Kayla
later moved to Miami,
Evans, Keondre Fain,
‘ Florida where she resided
Montoya Fain, Denise
for 40 years. She was
Perry, Tiana Britt, Devin
employed with Angelica
Frieslander, Sedarius
Healthcare Services for
Jackson, Kayla Cole,
Kasha Cole, Tiana Dais,
more than three decades
as a healthcare profes
Kayla Dais, Regine Dais,
sional. While in Miami,
Jordan Dais, Joshua Cole,
Willie C. Cole, III; great
she was a member of
grandchild, Eldert Gilbert; New Providence Miss
ionary Baptist Church,
sisters, Millie Warren,
Joann Stairwell, Frankie
Reverend James
Thompson; brothers,
Walthour, Pastor. Mrs.
Colton served on the
Ulysees Cole, Arthur Lee.
Missionary Board. In
Cole, Willie Fred
2000, Mrs. Colton moved
Billingslea, Tommie
to St. Petersburg, Florida
Dunson; sister-in-law,
and united with the First
Martha, Sue Cole; com
Baptist Institutional
panion, Patricia Roberts
and other loving family
Church; Rev. Dr. Wayne
G. Thompson, Pastor. She
and friends.
served faithfully until her
sudden illness and
demise. Those left to
cherish her memory are
her Children: Gregory
Colton, Bushnell, FL and
Sandra (Leslie) Hopkins,
St. Petersburg, FL. Her
brothers: Bishop Thomas
(Joyce) Felton. Rochester,
NY, Deacon Charles
(Sara) Felton, James
Felton. Coleman, FL and
Sammie Felton.
Summerfield, FL. Her sis
ters: Dorothy (Vernon)
O’Neal, Elsie
Sirmons, Lake Papassed away on
nasoffkee, FL, Carolyn;
September 29,2005
(Earnest) Peterkin, Lees
Leaving to cherish her
burg, FL, Carlisa
memory her children:
(Charlie) Jones, Coleman.
Mary Bryant (husband
FL and Minnie Rouse,
Gerald), Alisa Bryant
Bushnell, FL. Her grand
(Companion
children: Lindsay WrightLarry),Vincent Bryant,
Hopkins, Danielle Colton,
Richard Richardson, Sr.,
Sh'vaela Colton and
Antonio O'Neal, Mario
Briona Hopkins, St.
Bryant (Deceased). Her
Petersburg. FL. A loving
grandchildren: Antuane
uncle: Ozie L. Colton,
Bryant, Tamara Bryaht,
Miami, FL. A loving aunt:
Ciara Bryant Richard
Florence Bowers,
Richardson, Jr., Latesha
Pompano Beach, FL, and
Richardson, Deandre
a host .of nieces, nephews,
Richardson, Antonio
cousins and friends.
0,Neal, Eric McRoy,
Malik O'Neal. Her
Godsons: Roderick
Waters (FATS) and
Dorian Burrows. Her God
brother: Gary Allen,
Neptune, NJ and one
brother, Louis Butler
O'Neal, Los Angeles, CA

pa

Cole; Willie, "BC" Sr.
ssed away on September
27, 2005. "BC" will be
greatly missed by all who
love him. He leaves to
cherish his'memories:
spouse, Joyce Cole; his
children'include, Perry
Wilson, Emma D. Wilson
(Williams) Lisa Cole,
Willie C. Cole, Jr. & wife,
Tiffany, Tiffany Cole,
Brandy Cole, Kenneth

Rosa Mae Colton
departed this life on
Monday, October 3, 2005.
God gave the precious
gift of life to Rosa Mae
Colton on February 17,
1944, in Cochran,
Georgia. She was bom to
Mr. Lonnie Colton and
Mrs. Minnie Colton
Felton. Mrs. Colton's for
mal education began in

The Weekly Challenger
Obituary Section Guideline
• Photos are printed in black
and white only
• Deadline for submission is
4:00 pm Monday-Wednesday.
• Obituaries are published in
our Thursday edition and on
the Web site. Obituaries can be
delivered or email to
www.wceditor@tampabay.rr.com

Jones, Bernard, II. On
Friday, was suddenly ush
ered into the presence of
God on September 30,
2005.He leaves to cherish
his memories forever, A
loving and devoted wife,
Melissa Jones of

Manassas, VA; a beautiful
daughter, Kayla Renee'
Jones of Manassas, VA;
his mother and stepfather,
Judy and Shawn Cotton
of St. Petersburg, FL; his
father and stepmother,
Bernard and Patty Jones
of Tampa, FL; a sister:
Kristen Nicole Moore of
Tampa, FL; stepsister,
LaShea Denise Cotton of
St. Petersburg, FL; mater
nal grandmother, Anise
Favors of St. Petersburg,
FL; paternal grandmother,
Mary Jones Turner of St.
Petersburg, FL; a niece,
Bella Moore of Tampa,
FL; mother-in-law,
Rhonda Ruffner of
Gainesville, VA; father-inlaw, Marshall Ruffner of
Alexandria, VA; three sisters-in-law, Teresa
Doniger, Lydia Ruffner
and Crystal Ruffner of
Gainesville, VA; four
aunts, Carolyn Turner
(Javan), Lyvonne Hicks
(Preston), Antwonette
Favors Proctor, all of St.
Petersburg, FL arid
Kimberly Devoe of
Charlotte, NC; eight
cousins, Rodney LaShore,
Alicia Thomas, Sakira
Hadley, Katina Hicks,
Oscar Hadley, Preston
Hicks, Jr., Joshua Ryan
Proctor and Melissa
Hicks; one great aunt,
JoAnn Bryant (Uncle
Bill); two. great-great
aunts, Cora Davis and
Gertrude Barge (Uncle
Earl); godparents, Elder
Martin and JoAnn
Rainey; godmothers,
Teresa Walker arid Ann
Biggs Hogan; godfather,
Wayne Reese; god sisters,
Jayda Rainey arid Kena
Bryant; god brother;
Justis Mack; best friends,
Barry Hill, Justin Smith,
Derek Johnson, Billy
Reading, Curtis France,
Jamel Gartrell, Richard
"Spud" Clarke and
Mercedes Marion; special
teachers whom BJ loved,
Coach Bruch, Mr.
Launchi and Dexter
McCree; special God sent
aunts, Peggy Olmsted,
Kathy Sacco, Beth
Tsataros. Ava Dula,
Cynthia Davis, Crystal
Stanford, Ruby Oliver,
Carol Taylor, Teena Reed
and Pastor Esi Mathis;
special god sent uncles,
Jimi Daly, Garrett Proctor,
Pastor Wayne Thompson,
Tony Purdy and Oscar
Hadley, Sr.

PRAYER
HELPS

Leon Hayes, “The Magic Man”

Hayes, Leon’."Magic
Man", bom to the late
Reverend William and
Virginia Shelby Hayes in
Mount Olive, Mississippi,
passed away September
28, 2005.
In 1956, Leon relo
cated to Saint Petersburg,
Florida where he lived,
worked and later found
the love of his life. He
worked as a truck driver
for
George
Hunt
Construction Co. and
retired from this employ
ment in 1970. In June of
the same year, he married
his
"soul-mate"
and
"Buddy",
Christine
Hayes.
In later years, he.
became a self-employed
fresh produce salesman.
Around town he was
affectionately known as
the "Watermelon Man."

Ollie H. Phipps pa
ssed away on September
14, 20051. He leaves to
Cherish his memories his
wife, Loree S. Phipps; son
Oliver (Tonya) Phipps;
sister, Lettie B. King
(Chicago, Ill.); three
grandchildren and a host
of nieces, nephews, other
relatives
and
loving
friends.

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987
Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans
“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Street South — he had a
gift to make you smile.
He even taught his dog
Snow to open the front
door and literally turn
tricks for treats.
Leon was a spiritual
man. He accepted Jesus
'Christ as his personal
Lord and Savior. On May
1, 1983 he was baptized
by Reverend Morgie Ford
and thereby became a
Member . * of
New
Jerusalem
Missionary
Baptist Church. He be
came a "bible adept" and
proclaimed his favorite
scripture, Psalm 121.
In 1976, Leon be
came a Freemason in
Saint Joseph Lodge #196;
International Free &
Accepted Modem Mas
Many a people
the ons Inc. and Order of the
community said, "Leon Eastern. Iri 1990, he
had the sweetest and most became a charter member
succulent Watermelons to of Cush Lodge #459 with
be found in town." He in the same Masonic orga
was also the Property nization. His other frater
Manager and Caretaker nal affiliations included,
of
Joshua
for Dr. Freddie McRae, Knights
Commandery
of
Knights
M.D. and family —- his
Temparism, Joshua Royal
extended family.
Hiram
Shrine
He was a people per Arch,
and
the
son with the sole purpose Temple
Masons
of making you laugh arid International
recognize the many won Scottish Rite Florida 32°
ders of the world. His Council. Through his
mantra was, "people need Masonic affiliation he
to smile and laugh more." visited the sick in hospi
And to fulfill this mission tals and nursing homes
Leon used jokes, riddles, pinning patients with his
and magic tricks. Thus, he "guardian angels." In
became known as the 2000, he arid his wife
"Magic Man." Whether cashed-in hundreds of
he Was under the "Tree", soda tabs and donated the
the comer of the Saint proceeds to the Ronald
Petersburg Armory, the McDonald House. He was
Barbershop, Denny's, or also an active member on
Me Donald's bn 34th the Board of Directors for

the
Saint
Petersburg
Masonic Temple Building
Fund. At the time of his
demise, Leon was the
Worshipful Master of his
Masonic Lodge, Potentate
ofthe local Shrine Temple
and the District Grand
Master
for
Pinellas
County.
He leaves to celebrate
and exemplift the spirit of
his life A loving and devot
ed wife: Christine W.
Hayes - Saint Petersburg A
loving daughter: Thelma
Jackson-Davis - Saint
Petersburg A devoted sister:
Willie B. Hubbard - Saint
Petersburg. A brother: Isaac
Hayes - Saint Petersburg. A
mother-in-law: Ella Davis Saint Petersburg. Special
cousins: Robert Earl Stubbs
- Houston, Texas, Eddie
Rowe — Houston, Texas.
A devoted godson: Sarlie
McKinnon, III — St
.Petersburg. 3 Grand
children, 11 Nieces &
Nephews
Hes was preceded in
death by: A loving son, Leo
Bowen,7 Brothers & Sisters
-in-law: John & Neddie Lilly
—Newton, Georgia
Elizabeth Lilly — Albany,
Georgia
George
&
Deborah Lilly — Albany,
Georgia, Mary Miller —
Albany, Georgia, Lil Lilly
— Newton, Georgia,
Georgia
Hosely
Buffalo,
New
York
Earnestine
Ivey
—
Miami, Florida, and A
host of other family,
friends & Masonic broth
ers.
He (eaves o cherisHis
life, was a life well lived.

He was preceded in death
by his wife, Anna Norris
Thomas, in 2001. He
leaves to mourn his com
panion Victoria Petersen;
sons James C. Thomas,
Demond Thomas and
Jamarus Thomas; daugh
ter Alicia Nicole Thomas;
sisters Ethel Thomas,
Betty Thomas,
Gale
Wright, and Ernestine
Johnson; brothers Earnest
Thomas and wife Mary
and Dale Thomas; four

grandchildren,
several
nieces, nephews, and a
host of other relatives and
friends.

in

James Rickey (Nick)
Thomas departed this life
on September 16,. 2005.

Edna Williams passed
away on September 22,
2005.

"It's all taken care of"
These were the words that

brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.

She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial

expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to

McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was

at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the

arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of

mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Jimmie B. Keel, Pastor
For what thanks can
we render to God again
for you. I Thessalonians

3:9

The officers ahd
members of Historic
Bethel A.M.E. Church
located at 912 3rd
Avenue North, St.
Petersburg, FL, under the
pastorage of Rev. Jimmie
B. Keel, invite the local
and church community to
join us in our Sunday
morning worship services'
beginning at 10:30A, and
other weekly ministries:
In preparation for our
111th Church
Anniversary, the planning
committee, spearheaded,
by Odessa Banks, has
planned a benefit concert
featuring “The On Que
Players” on Sunday
November 6, 2005 from
2 p.m.
5 p.m.
This event promises
to be a First Sunday
Afternoon Delight and •
Will provide musical cel
ebration with superb din-

to

ing at the Orange
Blossom Catering, 220
4th Street, North, St.
Petersburg, FL. Tickets
for this event are avail
able by contacting (727)
327-9503 or (727) 4094432, deadline date
October 31, 2005.
Donation: $50.00 per
person. Please plan to
attend.
Our mission is to
minister to the spiritual,
intellectual, physical,
emotional, and environ
mental needs of all peo
ple, our church provide
these services through
the following church
ministries and other
weekly ministries:
Breakfast ministry
Sunday morning from 8
to 9 a.m.
Church School
Sunday morning at 9
a.m.
Morning worship
Sunday morning at 10:30
a.m.

Bible study
Tuesday evening from 7
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Music ministry
Wednesday evening at 6
p.m. and 7 p.m.
Tutorial ministry
Monday & Wednesday
from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Youth Church
Missionary
Fifth Sunday Feeding
If you are without a
church home and seeking
a place of open doors,
you are once again invit
ed to join us as we cele
brate the goodness of our
Lord and Savior, Jesus
Christ. For additional
information on the above
ministries and others,
please contact the Church
Office, Monday through
Friday, from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at (727) 822-2089.
“To God be the glory,
for the things He has
done.”'

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
I will Bless the Lord at all times; His praise
shall continually be in my mouth."

team, we can go to high
er heights if we hold on
and hold hands.
Join us
as we
endeavor to learn more
of God’s Word and strive
to be more Christ-like.
Our early morning ser
vices begin at 7:30 a.m.
to receive quest and visi followed by Church
tors at any of our ser School at 9:30 a.m.
vices. As we culminate Come grow and glow as
another year of praise we share the Word One
and worship we thank with another. At 11 a.m.
participate
in
God for all His many we’ll
blessings and His many Contemporary Worship.
Join us for a hallelu
benefits provided to
jah
good time as we lift
Zion. God has been good
to tis and we are grateful. high the name of Jesus.
The
Richardson
As we salute our
Pastor, Rev. Clarence A. Special Chorus will ren
Williams,
we
give der songs through out
thanks for his leadership* the day; Come Prepared
his inspiring messages, to give God all glory and
words of encouragement praise!
ministries
and the fortitude to Other
stand. You are our shep include: All weekly ser
herd and we are truly vices suspended for this
grateful. We pray God week, see you next,
continue to Shine upon week!
you, your family .and Upcoming events: The
Coast Annual
your ministry, and that West
you'll return for another Conference - Saturday,
15th
through
term. Together we are a Oct.
The Mt. Zion A.M.E.
Church Family under the
leadership of Pastor
Clajence. A. Williams
welcome your presence
this Sunday, our last
Worship service this
conference year.
We are always happy

Friday, October 21;
2005. Conference agen
da highlights include:
Saturday, Oct.
15:
Y
.
P
.
D
Workshop/Election/Witn
ess
Sunday, Oct. 16: The
Debutante and. Master
Witness
Monday, Oct. 17: WMS
Convention
Tuesday,
Oct.
18:
Opening Session
Wednesday, Oct. 19:
Business Session; Sons
of Allen Witness
Thursday, Oct. 20:
Business Session; Lay
Witness
Friday,
Oct.
21:
Business Session; Model
Church School
Looking tor a church
home, we extend an invi
tation .to you to join us:
We as a church share
The Love of God; We’d
love to have you! ‘
Thought for the
week: “Always remem
ber, God Is In Control.”
Be blessed, and have a
Jesus-filled week!

Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance, Inc.
All Nations Church of join us in this dinner and
God By Faith, located at installation of our new
3000 4th Ave. S. James' officers for year 2005and Johnny Williams, 2007. We will honor our
Host Pastors. Our theme Pastors/Ministers and
is “We can do better wives and Ministers and
together in unity and significant others’;
responsibility,” Ps 133;
Please R.S.V.P. giv
Luke 10:33-36. Please ing the correct spelling
of your name and num
( To- God Be The Gfcty Balloons;
ber of the minister who
Balfeons, glft hfts^fr. Ugs, -'yluvfrrs wG
will attend, as this dinner
-Crmoeeostons. I
is FREE. Call or fax
^Barbara L GuytonS Barham G. Fonts
your
reservation to (727)
n^*727 512 3785 or (M 727 327 8347
894-1734-(tel.) or (727)
togodbetkegloty 1 y nSkotwoifeomj
894-1736 (fax).'
vvww.tagodketneglotybalioonsmore-nct^' In the service of our
(W gave us the vision
we give Him the glotyff
Master. Dr. Gustave
Victor, President.
ZT >

The
Interdenom
inational
Ministerial
Alliance, Inc. (IMA,
Inc.) cordially invites
you and your spouse or
significant other to the
8th Annual Fellowship
Banquet, on Monday,
Oct. 17 at 6 p.m. at the

Bethel
Metropolitan
Baptist Church
Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church extends
an invitation to join us in
the celebration, cultiva-.
tion and communication
of His Word.
The doors of God’s
House in the city swing
ing on welcome hinges
are open for both 8 a.m.
and 11 a.m. services on
Sunday, Sunday school at
9:30 a.m., Bible. Study
and Teen Summit on
Wednesday evening, at 7
p.m.
Bethel Metropolitan
will share in the celebra-

tion of the 26th Church
Anniversary of Mt. Sinai
Missionary Baptist
Church, and will conduct
the 4 p.m. service.
The Inspirational
Choir and Male Ministry
Ushers will serve.
Bethel has also been
invited to take part in
Trinity Presbyterian
Church Revival on
Thursday, Oct. 27 at 6:45
p.m.
The Male Ministry
Choir and #2 Ushers will
serve.

McCabe UMC
Celebrates 100th Anniversary
Through Musical Production
In honor of its 100th
anniversary, McCabe
United Methodist church
will present McCabe
Through the Last 100
Years on Saturday, Oct.
22, from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the church, located
2800 26th Ave. S., St;
Petersburg,
The musical will fea
ture choral performances,
poetry, Skits, a step team
perforrhance and a slide

at

show of McCabe and its
members through the
years.
Former members of
the children’s choral
group. The Cheerios,
also will perform.
The cost of admis
sion is a free-will offer
ing;
For more informa
tion, call (727) 866-2411
or send e-mail to
merryd 1 @webtv.net.

The Love
Unlimited
Ensemble 4th.
Anniversary
Celebration
You are cordially
invited to attend Bro.
Michael Walker and The
Love Unlimited En
semble 4th, Anniversary
Celebration beginning
with a musical celebra
tion on Oct. 15, 2005, at
7 pm. and closing out on
Sunday Oct. 16, 2005, at

11 am. with a celebration
service featuring The
Tift County Matron
Choir
from
Tifton
Georgia.
The celebration will
be held at New Shiloh P.
B. Church- 2810 22nd
Ave. S., Rev Al Ware,
Pastor.

New Hope
Missionary
Baptist Church
“United as one body, by one
spirit, in one hope ”
The New Hope fami
ly cordially invites each
of you to our Sunday
morning worship: The
morning begins with
Sunday School at 9 a.m..
There are classes avail
able for all ages.
Bring the entire fami
ly to learn more about our
Lord and Savior, Jesus
Christ.
Praise arid Worshipwill begin at 10:30 with
the New Hope Mass
Choir in charge of the
music.
Our awesome
music team consists of
Michael
McKenny,
Minister
of
Music,
Vemard McKenny, Acc
ompanist, Marcus Childs,
Percussionist, and Bobbie
Tampa,
Directress.
Come, let’s worship Him!
The Bread of Life will be
served by our Esteemed
Pastor, Reverend Carlos
Senior.

SPECIAL EVENTS
“MEN WHO COOK”
Sunday, Oct. 16, from 2
to 4 p.m. Please come
and partake of the
delectable cuisines pre
pared by some of the men
of New Hope and the
community. We hope to
see you there!
“LORD
REVIVE
US” Revival will begin
here, oh Monday, Oct. 17
through Thursday, Oct.
20 beginning at 7 nightly.
Our guest Revivalist is
Reverend T. D. Leonard,
Pastor of the Mt. Tabor
Missionary
Baptist
Church, Tampa, Florida.
We invite each of you to
this soul-searching, soul
stirring, and soul-winning
service. We solicit your
prayers and your presence
during, this time of
Revival. May God bless
and keep each of you!

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church
Dr. Evan, Sr, first
family and Friendship
Missionary Baptist
Church prayerfully
invites you to worship
service with us at 3300
31st Street South. We
also invite you to all
other church related
functions during the
week. We ask that you
come visit us during the
Sunday School hour as
we advance towards a
new millennium experi
ence in Friendship.
First Worship Service
begins at 7:45 a.m. with
the Deacons in devotion.
The Fellowship
Choir will sing and the
fellowship ushers will
serve iri ministry. Dr.
Evans, Sr. possibly will
not be preaching as
Pastor has been asked to
preach at Faith Memorial
Baptist Church while Dr.
Bragg Turner recuperates
from his illness. It’s won
derful when we reach out
to serve others also in the
ministry of saving souls
for Jesus Christ. A sec
ond service is held at 11
a.m. due to fellowship
ping with the people.
“Meet someone you
don’t know today, sit
somewhere you haven ’t
sat before and you will
be surprised what God
decides to whisper in
your ear! ”
Suriday School
begins promptly at 9:30
a.m. with superintendent
in charge. Please come
out and see what your

child is learning. We
must learn to bear up bur
children for the battle
ahead. For the devil is
seeking whom he may
devour and Jesus Christ
is looking for the lost
souls of the Kingdom!
Tuesday, October
18, 2005, is Youth choir
rehearsal and practice.
Please advise your chil
dren if they are coming
to rehearsal to please try
to follow the rules!
Wednesday,
October 19, 2005, Noon
Day Bible study is can
celled due to illness of
Teacher, Min Blanche
Reedy. Bread of life will
still be served to commu
nity at large/in need.
Wednesday praise
and1 worship and bible
study will resume in the
month of November
because we will be wor
shipping and celebrating
with other churches this
month's anniversaries of
churches and their pas
tors. Thank you in
advance for your service
and participation in these
eventful celebrations this,
month; Tonight, we will
go to Mt. Primitive
Baptist church, Elder
Warren, pastor. Next
Wednesday we will be
going.to a different
church. Consult yo.ur bul
letin or the website for
more details at
www.fmbcfheship.org.
We are celebrating
this-month Pastoral
observation of pastors all

across the country and
worldwide. Please give
your pastor a pat on the
back in some kind way.
They need them because
they are the men and
women of God chosen,
equipped, anointed and
called to do God’s bid
ding without question
and no back talk to
GOD! Help them love
you better by loving
them better, honestly,
righteously, and in order
according to the Word of
GOD!
The Pastor's anni
versary is comigg in
November to include a .
concert on October 29,
2005. It promises to be a
celebration you will not
soon forget! Help us
show the pastor, we really
love him and his family!
Please consult the bul
letin for dates and times
as well as the website
aforementioned.
We want to thank all
sistas of the ship that
went with the First Lady
shopping last weekend.
Hoped you shopped til.
you dropped! Praise God
for shopping, TOO!
As always seek God
first and His kingdom
and the righteous things
of God will be added
unto you. After all, He
gave His only begotten
son for you so that you
might be saved.
Shouldn’t you give him
some of your time today!
He gave His life for
YOU,YOU, AND YOU!

The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church
The
St.
Mark
The
St.
Mark
Missionary
Baptist Missionary
Baptist
Church, under the .lead Church family'continues
ership of its dynamic, with the celebration of
spirited, man of God, its 74th church anniver
the Reverend Brian sary with nightly and
Kenneth Brown, its offi Sunday services accord
cial staff of Deacons and ing the schedule out
Trustees, and the entire lined below:
congregation of St.
Thursday, October
Mark, extends to the 13, 2005: Anniversary
community at large, its Service will be rendered
wishes that there would by the Wings Fellowship
be an overflowing of Church, at 7 p.m. with
God’s blessings upon the Rev. John Chance,
their lives.
Pastor. The. New Mt.
St, Mark is ground Olive Church and its
ed in a Christ-centered Pastor, the Rev, Joseph
doctrine that has as its Sykes will be in charge
central theme, a belief .of services on Friday,
that we are a haven of October 14, 2005 at 7
hope, help, and healing p.m.
Anniversary Finale
for a world hungering
for and thirsting after the Sendees will conclude
enlightened word of on Sunday, October 16,
God.
2005, at 4 p.m. with the
At St. Mark, we are Rev,
Dr:
Wayne
Christians willing to Thompson and his con
work and partner in gregation from the First
unity, praising God for Baptist
Institutional
His awesome gift, His Church. The public is
son Jesus Christ. Our cordially invited to
prayer for our communi come out share in this,
ty is that you would join blessed time with us.
us in fellowship as we October Calendar of
worship and praise the Events
true and the living God:
October 22 •
Continuation of Anni Women’s Bible Studyversary Services
9:30 a.m.; Deaconess

Meeting at.l 1 a.m.

October 26-29
Congress No: 2 Hosted by First Baptist,
Sun City (Housed at
Southside Tabernacle)

October 30
Sunday
School
Promotion Day
As part of our ongo
ing ministry, we invite
the public to join .us in
worship and fellowship
during our we.ekly wor
ship services, which
include:
Early.
morning
worship (First Sunday
Only) at 7 a.m.
Sunday School at
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
at 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training
Union at 5 p.m.
Other weekly ser
vices include:
Children
and
Youth
Ministry
Meetings (Mondays
at 6
•
p.m.); Sunday School
Teachers’
Meeting
(Tuesdays at 7 p.m.);
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study (Thursdays
at 9:30 a.m.) and Prayer
Meeting and Bible
Study (Thursdays at 7
p.m.).
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Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church
Men’s Night Out with Pastor Louis
Murphy will be held on Friday, Oct 14th
at 7pm. Bringing about effective change
in our community starts with us. All
men are invited to attend.

Opportunity Center provides after
school training & tutoring for youth ages
14 - 18.
Assistance with FCAT,
ACT/SAT prep, earn your GED and earn
an opportunity tp win a free computer.
There is also Connection to Career;
Junior Achievement, Job Shadowing,
Workplace Internship an more for youth
ages 16-18. For more information please
contact Robert Ellis at 894-4311 ext 304.

"Weathering the Storms that Come
Against Your Home" is this week’s topic

for the Women’s Ministry. Bring a cov
ered dish and join us this Friday, Oct 14
at 6pm.

Check out the All-Stars After School
Program for males between ages 11-14.
For more info please contact James
Oliver.

The Male Chorus invites you to a "Men
in the Word Concert", Sunday, Oct 30th

at 4pm.

Boy Scouts will meet every Monday at
7pm on 3rd floor. New scouts are wel
come.

Kings Kids Academy before and after
care program is now including 3 & 4
year olds. School age youth will get
assistance with homework and FCAT
preparation. For more info, registration
or an application, call Jan Smith 8944311 ext 401. Limited transportation
will be available.

Girl Scouts meet each Monday at
6:30pm at 1022 20th St.

C.A.R.E. (Choosing Recovery Efforts)
will meet every Tuesday at 7pm in the
Youth House located at 1022 20th Street
So. If you of someone you know has an
addiction, please contact Minister Keith
Murphy

RELIGIOUS NEWS continued
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Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist
Church
955 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
www.mzprogressive.org

Mt Zion Human Services and the Youth
*

THE FAMILY THAT

PRAYS TOGETHER

STAYS TOGETHER

Using Your Failures As Fuel

Dare To Believe

by Rev. James C.
Matthews

leaders. Paul's years of who love God, to those
living in one of the who are called according
strictest sects of Judaism to His purpose" (Romans
gave him a unique under 8:28). The key is seeking
standing of the issues God's purpose and plan
faced by those bound by for your life. Once you
the law and legalism. It begin to pursue your God
equipped him to effec given purpose, things that
tively
minister
and where formally burdens
preach the gospel of lib and barriers will become
erty to them. Paul was a building blocks upon
living testimony of the which you can glorify
transforming power of God. Once we've sought
God. He was irrefutable His purpose for our lives,
Having Faith
evidence that Christ can God transforms our past
deliver anyone.
trials into powerful testi
Tour greatest fail
Some of Paul's great monies that we can use to
ures can become your est faults and failures touch the lives of others.
greatest testimonies.
became his most success
Like Paul, you can
Like the apostle Paul, ful evangelical tools. use your past as plat
we all have things in our Paul's conversion caused forms of association to
past that we wish we others to ponder, "If reach those that don't
could wave a magic Christ can use someone know Christ as Savior.
wand and make disap like Paul, then certainly There is someone some
pear, eternally erased there is hope for me." The where who needs the
from the events of history same zeal Paul used to ministry that God has
and
our
memories. destroy the church, he placed within you. They
Unfortunately, we do not likewise used to build it. need to know that some
live in such a world. We His past provided him thing good can come out
often struggle to over with the passion he need of their bad past and situ
come our failures and ed to be successful in ation. Don't be ashamed
deal with the conse what he was called to do. of what God has deliv
quences of bad decisions
You may be asking, ered you from. You were
that We've made. As "Is it possible for me to brought out of it so that
painful and enduring as do as Paul did, and use you can minister to those
these mistakes might be, my failures to advance who are going through it;
God often uses them for the Kingdom of God?!' It may be a family mem
our good and His glory.
My answer is an emphat ber or a total stranger
Throughout the New ic YES! Not only is it who can benefit from the
Testament Paul shows us possible, it is necessary. wisdom gained from the
how he used his less- Everything you have path you've had to walk.
than-perfect past to moti experienced in life has ai People may not forgive
vate and propel himself purpose. Every failure, you for what you've
forward into a fruitful trial and setback has done, but you can give
future. Paul, a man, who potential buried within it. them something praise
dedicated his life to the There is a ministry that worthy to remember. Use
destruction of the church, you are uniquely quali the wisdom gleaned from
wrote the majority of fied for as a result of your your past experiences to
what we now refer to as past. Your past can either glorify God and propel
the New Testament. His empower or imprison you forward into your
infamous past gave him you. What you do with future.
credibility and a platform your past may determine
A bout the Authqr
of association upon how far you will go in
Pastor James C.
which he Could share the your future.
Matthews is the founder
gospel with those who
What you've experi and Senior Pastor of the
were in darkness, just as enced and endured in multicultural,
nonhe was.
your past may have been denominational Dunamis
Paul used his Roman painful at the time, but Life Ministries of Plano,
citizenship to gain audi those experiences will Texas. He is also the
ence with the gentiles and mean the most to you in author of the book
their rulers. He used his your ministry. Paul says: 'Saved, but Stuck: 30
status as a Pharisee to be "And we know that God Days to Personal Revival'
heard by the Jewish peo causes all things to work (Xulon Press, 2004)
ple and their religious together for* good to those

By The Rev. Charmayne Cooke

"Who hath believed our report and to whom is
the arm of the Lord revealed?"
Isaiah 53:1

I

f"|

^ruth can often appear to be stranger than fiction. Just imagine a child bom to a virgin
who grows to be a man who can cause the
dead to walk and the insane to be sane again. And if
that doesn’t seem strange enough, just imagine this
same man - after being executed rising from the
dead and being reported alive.

JL

ell, there is good news for those who

W
K

believe that God can cause the impossi
ble to become possible: His power con
tinues to prevail today! By faith we receive the
promises of God. Dare to believe!
ord, we thank you for your love and tender
kindness shown daily to us. We thank you
that your hand overturns the impossible with
the possible. Thank you for helping us through
every difficult moment and trying situation. You are,
holy and awesome and we recognize that you are
our help when we are weak. We pray today that you
continue strengthening our faith. May others be
blessed by our testimonies and drawn to your truth.
May all the earth come to know you in the name of
bur mighty counselor, the King of kings, our
strength and reward. Amen.

The Essence Of Faith
ome people may easily say "Now faith is the
substance of things hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen," but for many other people
this statement has little meaning when faith is fre
quently burdened by the state of the world and the
trouble found in their personal lives. The good news
is that God’s miraculous power and ability to over
come what surrounds our daily lives is not depen
dent on what we see. Place your faith not on your
ability to perform; instead put your hope in God.

S

ord, we thank you that you are able to defeat
the adversities of life. We thank you that you
can strengthen the weak ahd bring peace to
war-tom countries. We trust that you will provide
medical care, food and shelter to the needy and that
you will love the homeless and abandoned among
us. We ask for help and your continued blessing. In
the name of our Savior and Lord.

H

Amen.
About the Author
Reverend Charmayne Cooke is a freelance writer and producer
residing in Boston, Mass. She is a national contributor to the
Women of Color Study Bible and the African-American
Heritage Hymnal. Reverend Cooke presently serves on the
advisory board of Boston's FaithQuilts Project.
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955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

www.mzprogressive.org

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult arid Youth)
Are you a

Sabbath Observer?
Looking for
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Well. Come to 1t)e House of God.

bishop johnny

The House of God
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible .Study

WILLIAMS and wife, LADY
CALQUETTA WILLIAMS
Daughters of Zion Women s Ministry -

Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.
Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.

Mondays - 7:30 RM.
Praise & Worship Joy Night

Sabbath School

Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

bishopwilliamstampa@hotmail.com

Tampa, FL 33605

GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

None
Is
Perfect
But
The
Father!

Sunday School .................8:00 a.m.
Worship Service ................ .9:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting . .6:30-7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study .......... 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Saiyt John Primitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Scheduled Services:

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Early Morning
8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School
9:45 am
Mid-Moming
11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm
Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Jimmie B. Keel, pastor

Sunday School

................ 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer

Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

We

welcome you at all times.

"We're Busy as Bees - But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Church School ...
New Member Class
Morning Worship ..
Prayer / Bible Study
Youth Bible Study . .

........9:00 A.M.
....... 9:00 A.M.
.......10:30 A.M.
.Tuesday 7:00 RM.
Thursday 6:00 RM.
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

E K Davis

Memorial Baptist Church

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Worship Services
Sunday School

Sunday School......................................9:30am

“God’s House In The City'

MorningWorship................................ 11:00am
Evening Service...................................6:00pm

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)
Bible Study

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919- 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurch 1 @tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

2700 5th Ave. So., St.
Petersburg, Fla.

8:00 am •
9:30 am
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.
Pastor

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Prayer Meeting, Bible Study
^9i|tlabelpi|ta (Cammunitg dHjurci)
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Early Morning Worship .................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ........................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................................................11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study ..........................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ...........11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service .........................6:00 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams, Mid-Week Service ...................,. .7:00 p.m.
Pastor
•All Male Bible Study, Thursday ...........6:30 p.m.

Wednesday..........7:30pm

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry * Bus Ministry

727-327-2009

"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin.................................................... . Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry ....................................................................................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry ....'........................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry . ................................................ .. ............ .................
Wyvonnia McGee
"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

Pentecostal Tenjple Ckurck of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

• Sunday-

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m
11:00 a.m
7:30 p.m
7:30 p.m
5:45 a.m

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize ofthe high calling of God in Christ.Jesus”.

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-0784

Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided).
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Suriday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack
Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton
"Doingjustice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 1 Oth Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 898-9407
Sunday School.................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.....................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer......................... 6:30, p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study-.................7:30 p.m.

church, working togetherfor the upbuifchng of Qocfs kingdom”

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Elder: Tony Smith
900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Moming 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

F riendship
Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM WorshipSunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth, Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study ahd
Bread of Life
7 EM Prayer and Bible Study

Queen Street
Johnnie Mae Howard.
Caff: 727 $95-5239

33712.

(727) 896-4356
A Moman After
Qods

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Cafffor Prayers &
Testimonies

Own Heart...

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Church School.............9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: 10:00 a.m. — 10:15 a.m.
Praise and Worship: 10:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Sunday

Bro. Robert Smith

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.

Institutional Church

MORNING WORSHIP - 11:00 A.M.

Come Worship With
THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer
Wednesday

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Thursday

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

A

Hi

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor
SUNDAY SCHOOL — 9:30 A.M.

Monday

Pastor

(727)896-5228

ST. PETERSBURG, FL
Phone: 323-7518

8am, lOam Morning Worship
1st & 3rd Suriday
5pm Evening Celebration

Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
“Inside the Family”

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

baptist

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Dominion Worship Ministries

Sunday. Morning Bible Class ...... . . 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ........10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Glass Monday ....... ..7:00 p-m.
Sunday Evening Worship........................ 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Glass .......7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .... .7:00 p.m.

THEE ROCK OF JESUS’ NEW LOCATION:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
(formerly Childs Park United Methodist Church)

3144 THIRD AVENUE SOUTH”

Early Morning Worship............................... 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School..........................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............................................................. 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................................4:30 p.m.
Communion.............................■........... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays..........................................................................7:30 p.m.

Rev. G. M. Curry

Thf Hock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

First

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Spirituaffu Connected

YPWW First arid Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

telephone #: (727) 327-0015 • Fax ft: (727) 327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday.
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Gbutuch

(fteatefr King

CoPastor

8,00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Schedule of Services
Church School ....................... 9:30 a.m.
MorningWorship ............. 10:45a.m.
Baptist training Union ......'.. ,5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday.............. 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

“One week,from church makes one weak.”

OrdainedMissionary

1732 9th Avenue South

Elder A.P.

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Church Os God In Christ
St. Petersburg, Florida

The church where what God s word teaches
& practiced!

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

Sunday Services:
Church School 9am
Praise & Worship Sendee 10:30am

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry
Monday, Wednesday. Saturday

6am Prayer

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Join us as u'e(tft up the name ofJesus

4016 - l2th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

Mount Olive A ME Church — Tampa
"The Church With A Vision"
11747 West LaSalle Street Tampa, FL

Tuesday Services:
Prayer Sendee 6:30pm
Bible Study
7pm

HI

Dominion Worship Ministries

813-254-5045
Sunday (Chuch) School.........................................9:30 a.m.

„Reverend
_ j andj

Sunday Worship................................................... 11:00 a.m.

Lady James C.
Givens Pastor

• First Sunday Worship.......................7:45 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ........................................7:00 p.m.

-

-
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

Always

BY SUPPORTING OUR

4-31-32

lotto

ADVERTISERS

45-49-53

Reach

’Ibuchinq fives...
Lifting spirits...

OUALITY ENGINEER WANTED

CA$H 3

Precision Machine Shop:
Must b'e able to interpret military/
cotnmerical drawings/specs., establish
quality plans, perform intcmal/cxtcmal audits, and must have work
ing
knowledge of all mcch. standard
inspection equip., GD&T, SPC, & the willingness to preform hands
on
inspections. We are a drug and
smoke-free workplace.

For The
209 576 331
689

Sky

1O1 418 268

Enriching

The Hospice cX the Florida SuneoMt
has been honored to serve our
community tor nearly 30 years Come
and hnd the satisfaction of sharing
your talent and skills as part of an
'organtzalon that offers a wide array
of programs and services for. all

Pinellas residents

We have career opportunrties
available for

H&S SWANSON’S TOOL CO.
9000 - 68TH ST. NO.

LEGAL NOTICE

Garage Sale

4060 40th Circle So.
St. Petersburg, FL

BENNIE 1. BRINSON
Office: 727 209-1685
Fax:727-328-9545
Cell: 727-215-3048 '

Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention ser
vices are also available to the public.

LOAN OFFICER.

3530 first Avene North #211
St Petersburg,, FL 33713
,

■ .

HOUSE
FOR
RENT

bbrinson.epexlendtng.com

4BR, 1.5 BA, C/A

Home Delivery (Thursday only)

W/D/H

Apply in Person;

510 - 16THAVE S.
SEC 8

813-404-6307

St. Petersburg

ADVERTISE

Specializing In

Affordable
Life»Health«Dental«Vision

Disability<Commercial

r

Liability & Bonds Also

Ph: 727-328-9878
Fax: 727-328-9545

Tljv Weekly Challenger

Oyer 40 years

Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

• CASH OFFERS!

YOUR GARAGE

(727) - 822-8996

• FAST (5-7 Days) CLOSING!
• NO FEES OR CLOSING COSTS!

Want to sell?

HAVE TO SELL?

SALE HERE

• CALLTODAY

CALL NOW:

727-656-8243

"There’s, a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Michael Queenan, Acquisitions Manager

ft

Insurance Agency

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
i This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South,

EOE/AA We are a drug and smoke-free workplace.

9000 - 68TH ST. NO.

Your Neighborhood

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

— Experienced —

West Cypress Properties

H&S SWANSON’S TOOL CO.

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

Newspaper Carriers Needed

Buying houses in Tampa Bay at Fair Prices for

Must have good filing/computer skills & the knowledge of
military specs/drawings and revisions status indicators. Past
machine shop experience is a plus.

www.thehospice.org

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

www.bbnnson.apexIsndtng.comCapexlendrng .

APEX Corporate. 877,273.9536

. For consideration please call the
HO Oept Ol (727) 568-2953 fur rm
application or emari
careens<9tbe hospce.org

FAMILY STRESS

^APiXLEMU
> •
inc

QUALITY CLERK/DOCUMENT
CONTROL WANTED

..

CNAs/HHAs
Florida certif eaten required

Saturday,
7 a.m. - 2 p.m
Great buys! Like new
refrig, furniture, exer
cise equipment, tools
and lots more'.

RNs • LPNs
Florida licensure required

PINELLAS PARK, FL 33782

6-1 4-5
6-8

♦

RFQ-W02008 - PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH
REQUIREMENTS OF CHAPTER 287.055. LAWS OF FLORIDA. CONSUL
TANTS COMPETITIVE NEGOTIATION ACT, AS AMENDED AND THE
CITY OF TAMPA'S WOMEN /. MINORITY Bl JSINESS ENTERPRISE PRO
GRAM - The City of Tampa desires to obtain professional engineering, architec
tural, surveying or mapping sendees, related to projects) enumerated in the City's
Budget as amended from time to time by the City Council, said services to be pro
vided as needed; under open work order contracts expiring in April of 2008, in the
following areas: architecture; landscape architecture; mechanical; electrical;
plumbing; structural: threshold inspections; interior design; space planning; indus
trial engineering; emergency management; systems engineering: noise abatement;
vibration engineering; antenna and propagation; civil engineering; traffic studies;
street lighting; signals: roadways; bridges; transportation; right-of-way acquisi
tion; project development & environmental? public involvement; public facility
comprehensive planning concurrence; parking; environmental; site assessments;
recycling; solid and hazardous waste; disaster debris: waste-to-energy; stationary
tanks; hydrocarbon management: energy; water; waste water; sewer; utility loca
tion/ vacuum excavation: storm drainage; DR1; facility plan review or subdivision
review; planning; design; construction management: construction administration,
engineering or inspection: scheduling; drafting/CAD services; preparation of plans
and specifications for new construction, alterations, maintenance, or repair pro
jects at various buildings to be designated; general land and topographic surveys;
mapping; aerial photogrammetry: layouts for transportation, water, sanitary,
storm sewer or other construction projects. Questions may be directed to Jim
Greiner. P.E., Contract Administration, City of Tampa DPW, 4th Floor North, 306
E. Jackson Street, Tampa. Florida 33602; Telephone (^13) 274-8598, fax (843)
274-8080, or e-mail JimiGreiner@tampagov.net. Firms desiring to provide these
professional services to the City must submit ONE SET of the following for eval
uation: A Letter of Interest that refers to/RFQ-w 02008’ and lists your firm's
strongest IN-HOUSE areas of specialization and experience. Office Location
(5%). Indication of your firm's W’/MBE certify ation, if applicable(5%), and
Professional Registration Number or other proof of your firm's eligibility for selec
tion under FS 287.055; Resume of qualifications and experience (Standard Form
254. 5 or 330)(5%) with any supplemental materials to show performance on, or
low amount of, previous City projects! 10%), Staffing(20%). and experience(45%); to. Steve Daignault Chairman, Consultants Competitive Negotiation
Committee, City of Tampa - Contract Administration Department’-4th Floor
North, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tapipa, Florida 33602, NO LATER THAN 2 P.M.,
Thursday, November .17, 2005.

4-2

7-8

3-5

careers

PINELLAS PARK, FL 33782

In Tampa: 813-514-4700 x 223

Buying a Home? Renting? Equity Loan Investing? See our Real Estate Listing!

g' LiiBMjjiiy ■ inuRs-g

k

chAidesg
pUTENbERqg

Your Ad
Could Be Here

"1320 Pinellas Point Or. So.
St. Petersburg FI. 33705

MLSry

1545 S. Bdr,i«fo Rrwd
C1et«MMa», FL 55764
727-558-9200
Cell 727-278-6850

Werrili THomans*

%

OFFICE
RESIDENCE
MOBILE
TOLL FREE
FAX:
24-HR. INFO.
E-Mail

KARey S. JoHnson

Realtor

ReaItos*

James Edward Martin

ERA Mount Vernon Realty Co., Inc.

REALTOR®

3701 S. Osprey Avenue
Sarasota, Ft 34239

______________

Office: (941) 957-4677 Ext 435
Fax:(941)957-3782
Celt: (941) 496-6075
Evenings: (941) 377-8896
E-Maii: iane.payne@era.com
Cel!: 727-798-0327 Fax:813-830-7375

727-867-5660

REALTOR4

0
&

MIS

1

I
I

1

ERA*

ASHl Certified Member #032196
SBCCi Certified Building Inspector

1

PQB Mortgage
The -Point Ot eeplmine* for your mortgage need*.

Commercial Loahs
Apply on-Ltne

107% Financing
VA Loans

INSPECTION SERVICES, INC.
17737 Long Point Drive • Redington Shores, FL 33708
srimmer © tampabayjr.com

Office frdeaeoder4«y Owned dm

MAINLANDS-LAKES REALTY, INC.
4501-B Mainlands Blvd. • Pinellas Park, FL 33782

GULF CQOST

Lee H. Lester. Jr. Downpayment Assistance

Loan O ter

A8 Credit Considered

ft ehab Loans
Construotion Loans
Home equity Line of Credit
Fixed Rate Home Equity Loan

£maH: lestarnpotmortoaoexom
1061 - 62*** Ave 8. Skyway Plaza
Web Site: www.pobmortsage.com
St Petersburo, FL 33705
office: 727.68S.9313 Fax: 727.866.66S4

STEVE ZIMMER
Jane A. Payne

Ji4iMartin@Waye.Realty.c0m

Fax

E-MAil: ltAREyjohNSON@VERizON.NET

Phone (727) 398-3294 » Fax (727) 391-6584

2660 Mi Ave., N............. ....................... St Petersburg, FI

CERluftEOMFMMS

Office: 727-327l234/l«*;727 327-6784
Bus. Phone: (727) 321-1212

After Hours: (727) 347-6625

We make home loans easy.

FAX: (727) 323-7584

Call now for a.
pre-approval decision

DESI CALDWELL MCCARTHY

(888) 307-8328

REALTOR®

fegistewd R^t istule 6rdwr

Karey Johnson

Estate Consultant
Isla Del Sol Sales Division

2900 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712-2552

REALTOR

Email: LBrownRlty@aol.com
LouBrownRealty @ aol.com
After Hours: 727-866-9168

toll-free

5201 Gulfport Boulevard
Gulfport, Florida 33707

«

Broker

Summer William#

www.Wave8ea^f»Mn:

r

(727)578-1495 ^ ff
(727) 867-0052
(727) 639-2694
(800) 760-1495
(727) 579-9397
578-6113
MainLakes@aol.com

D3. MLS-

wtrrmewOTra,

Four Io the door"

mortgage program’

Shoppers’ Village on the Bayway
5901 Sun Boulevard, Suite 105

St. Petersburg, FL33715
Office: 727.867.0161, Fax: 727.864.5697

HAVE A HOME TO SELL? INTERESTED IN RENTING? GET QUICK
RESULTS BY ADVERTISING WITH THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!
FOR AD RATES, CALL OUR OFFICES AT (727) 896-2922 TODAY!

deieril Repairs, Roofing, Hauling,

kareyjohnson @ era.com

Dry-wall,

www.eracompass.com

Each ERA* office is ndependenti/OMiedandoperated.

Carpanfry,

Painting,

Praaaura Cleaning, Plastering

■H
ERA*

NO JOB TOO SMALL!

Contact Wl,Ha

Phone: 727 847-7242
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LIFESTYLES
Oprah Lures Food
Network’s Rachel Ray
ood
Network bite out of life. I
zine,
"Every
junkies know this want people to
With
Day
one thing for sure: see themselves
Rachael Ray,"
either you hate Rachael
next
debuts
in this show
Ray or you love her. because life is
month.
will
Like Katie Couric, one full of messes
Ray
person’s cute and perky and successes,
continue
to
Rachel Ray
is another person’s con and getting there
appear
on
trived and annoying - is half the.fun."
Food Network,
but haters are of no con
Once
the
Food but no decision has yet
sequence once Oprah Network realized Ray’s been made as to whether
Winfrey becomes your enormous fan base sev the syndicated talk show
biggest fan.
eral years ago, they also will air on the
The billionaire talk added three more shows Scripps-owned channel.
show host’s Harpo pro to her workload, which Ray becomes only the
duction company has started with the lone pro second
personality
signed a deal with Ray gram
"30-Minute behind Dr. Phil that
to host a daytime syndi Meals" and has since Winfrey will groom via
cated talk show targeted -grown to include the appearances on her own
to launch in fall 2006.
shows "$40 a Day," talk show in preparation
"People know me "Inside Dish" and "Tasty for the launch of a new
for my love of food, but Travels." She also has show.
I have so much more I written 10 cookbooks,
want to share," Ray said. with another due out
"Our show's going to be next month; and a
all about taking a bigger monthly lifestyle maga-

F

‘Girlfriends’ Beats Out
‘Everybody Hates Chris’ For The
Top Ten Number One Spot
The Top Ten Primetime TV programs among African-Americans for the
week of Sept. 26 through Oct. 2:
'

Rank

Program

Network

1

Girlfriends
Everybody Hates Chris
3
All Of Us
Half And Half
4
5
Without A Trace
One On One
6
7
Desperate Housewives
CSI
8
9 ' OT, The
America's Next Top Model 5
10
2

.

UPN
UPN
'UPN

UPN
CBS
UPN
ABC
CBS
FOX
UPN

AfricanAmerican
Household
Rating

16.8
15.6
15.5
15.0
14.1
14.1
13.6
13.2
12.8
12.6

very encouraging, and
we're thrilled with the
PN has given a overwhelmingly positive
full season order response that we contin
to the critically ue to get from the press,
acclaimed new comedy
the advertisers, the cre
hit "Everybody Hates ative community and our
Chris," from Paramount viewers," said Dawn
Network Television and Ostroff, President, UPN.
inspired by the child "We're now in produc
hood experiences of tion on our 1 lth episode,
comedian Chris Rock, and from what we've
who serves as executive seen and read, this won
producer and narrator of derful series maintains
the series. The series .ini its incredibly' high-stan
tially had 13 episodes dard of quality and the
ordered. The additional best days still lie ahead."
Narrated by comedi
9 episodes gives the
comedy series a full sea an Chris Rock and
son order of 22 episodes. inspired by his child
experiences,
"The early ratings hood
Hates
results for 'Everybody "Everybody
Chris"
tells
the
story
of a
Hates Chris' have been

U

teenager growing up as
the eldest of three chil
dren in Brooklyn, New
York during the early
1980's. Uprooted to a
new neighborhood and
bused to a predominant
ly white middle school
two-hours away by his
strict, hard-working par
ents, Chris struggles to
find his place- while
keeping his siblings in
line at home and sur
mounting the challenges
of junior high. This
responsible,
resilient
adolescent brings a distinct, funny spin to his
everyday trials and trau
mas.

MOVIES

Sony's ‘The Gospel’
Earns $8 Million At Opening
Weekend Box Office
"The Gospel" had a
surprisingly
strong
opening of $8 million,
placing fifth for the
weekend. The movie,
starring Boris Kodjoe as
an R&B singer making
peace with his faith and
his estranged father, a
church bishop, played in
just 969 theaters, barely
one-fourth of the cine
ma count for the week
end's
number
one
money-maker, "Wallace
& Gromit."
"The Gospel" was a
late addition to the
schedule of distributor
Sony, whose strategy of
marketing the movie
heavily to black church
groups
paid
off.
African-Americans
accounted for 85 per
cent of the movie's audi
ence, said Rory Bruer,
Sony head of distribu
tion. Bruer was quoted
in trade publications as
saying he'd be happy
with a $5 million open
ing weekend.

"Wallace'& Gromit," $16.1 million.
"Flightplan," $10.8 million.
"In Her Shoes," $10 million.
"Two for the Money," $8.4 million.
"The Gospel," $8 million.
"Tim Burton's Corpse Bride," $6.5
million.
7. "Waiting," $5.7 million.
8. "A History of Violence," $5.1 million.
9. "Serenity," $4.9 million.
10. "Into the Blue," $4.8 million.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3,020,000
3,315,000
2,797,000
2,679,000
2,324,000
2,508,000
2,366,000
2,109,000
2,361,000
2,165,000

Everybody
Hates Chris |
UPN Network

All Of Us | UPN Network

America’s Next Top Model 5 |

UPN Network

Half And Half |

UPN Network

•. ■

business

. ;

Hip-Hop Leaders Galvanize National
Mobilization For The Millions More Movement
77te 10th

Anniversary
Gathering of the
Million Man
March occurs on
October 14-16 on
the National Mall
in Washington,
D.C,
The nation's poor and
disenfranchised
will
gather on the National
Mall in Washington;

Mekhi
Pfifer To
Play Al
Green iln
Biopic

TOP MOVIES

Girlfriends | UPN Network

One On One I’UPN Network

UPN Orders A Full Season Of
‘Everybody Hates Chris’
By Tanya Kersey

Total
AfricanAmerican
Viewers

ctor
Mekhi
Pfifer ("ER," "8
Mile") is set to
star in and direct a
biopic about soul singer
Al Green. Inspired by
Jamie Foxx’s Oscars
winning portrayal of
Ray Charles in "Ray,"
Pfifer told MT.V News,
"I've already met with Al
Green... I've always
been an avid, avid fan of
Al Green, his music, his
legacy, and I just really
wanted to portray it . to
the world."
"Al has full confi
dence, and he's like, 'Just
do me right.' We're just
creating the story that
we're going to show to
the public, because obvi-

D.C.on
Saturday,
October 15 th to help
launch a movement long
overdue.
The Millions More
Movement is being
orchestrated by a broad
coalition of national
organizations including
Minister
Louis
Farrakhan
and
the
Nation of Islam, Dr.
Dorothy Height and the
National Council of
Negro Women, Bruce
Gordon and the NAACP,

Louis
Farrakhan

Russell
Simmons

Mark Morial and the
National Urban League,
Russell Simmons and
the Hip-Hop
Summit
Action Network,
Dr.
Charles . Steele, and the
Southern Christian Le-

Jesse
Jackson

adership
Conference
Reverend Jesse Jackson
and the National Rainbow/PUSH Coalition,
the
Reverend
Al
Sharpton
and
the
National
Action

Network
and
Congressman Mel Waft
and the Congressional
Black Caucus, among
others. The National
Director of the Millions
More
Movement
is
Washington, D.C. pastor
the Reverend Willie
Wilson.
For further informa
tion on the Millions
More Movement go to
http://www.rn ill ionsmoremovement.com.

Film Life 2005
Black Movie Awards

Mekhi Pfifer
ously he's still alive. So
it's just finding the right
story that has the most
impact," Pfifer said.
Pfifer
recently
wrapped his feature
directorial
debut,
"Easier, Softer Way," a
comedy starring Danny
Masterson,
Ronnie
Warner and John C.
McGinley.
The
58-year-old
singer-turned-minister,
Green has been working
closely Pfifer. The film
is expected to feature on
Green's rise to acclaim
in the 1970s and his
decision to turn his back
on the business and
become a minister.

A distinguished list of high
profile talent will be on hand
for this year ’s ■ceremony.
A Celebration of Black Cinema:
Past, Present & Future, presented by
Turner Network Television (TNT),
Cedric
“The
Entertainer”
(“Madagascar”) will host the gala
awards show that recognizes creative
achievement by persons of African
descent in feature-length motion pic
tures, both in front of and behind the
camera, and honors outstanding films
portraying the Black experience. This
year’s top award nominees include
“Crash,” and “Diary of a Mad Black
Woman,” each of which received six
nominations, “Hustle & Flow,” which
received four, and “Coach Carter,”
with three nominations.

Film Life’s BLACK MOVIE
AWARDS

•

Wed., Oct. 19

10 p.m.

Exclusively on TNT.
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Suppers Made

Superfood. Super easy.
I

aturally protein-packed, turkey is a lower fat, healthier choice than
many other meal options. In fact, turkey is the only meat named

A

a “superfood” by Steven Pratt, MD, a food and health expert and

co-author of Superfoods Rx: Fourteen Foods That Will Change Your Life.
In his book. Dr. Pratt states that turkey is “a perfect example of a twenty-first century

‘healthy’ protein source ... and provides multiple nutrients which help build a strong immune

system.”
For on-the-go parents, it’s easy to incorporate “superfoods” into simple-yet-super meals. Find
delectable recipes that combine turkey with more of Dr. Pratt’s superfoods, including spinach,
tomatoes, beans, walnuts, oats and yogurt, at www.honeysucklewhite.com and www.shadybrookfarms.com

Turkey Sloppy Joes
Servings: 6

Prep Time: 10 minutes / Total Time: 30 minutes
1 package Honeysuckle White or
Shady Brook Farms Ground Tiirkey
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 medium onion, chopped
1 medium green bell pepper, seeded
and chopped
1-1/2 cup (12 ounces) chili sauce
2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
6 (4-inch) hamburger buns
Green leaf lettuce, optional
1 medium tomato, optional
Heat oil in large nonstick skillet over mediumhigh heat. Cook onion and bell pepper until
softened, about 5 minutes. Add turkey; crumble
and cook until no longer pink, about 5 minutes;
drain. Stir in chili sauce and Worcestershire
sauce. Cook, covered, Oyer low heat for 10 min
utes. Divide mixture evenly over bottom of
buns. Layer on lettuce and tomato, if desired.
Top with remaining buns.

Easy Thrkey Enchiladas
Servings: 5

Prep Time: 10 minutes / Total Time: 50 minutes
1 package Honeysuckle White or
Shady Brook Farms Ttirkey Breast
Cutlets, cut into 1-inch pieces
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 cup light sour cream
1 cup light ranch dressing
10 (8-inch) flour tortillas
1 cup (8 ounces) shredded Monterey
Jack cheese
2 cups bottled salsa
2 medium tomatoes, seeded and diced
2 green onions, chopped (optional)

Preheat oven to 375°F. Grease. 9x11-inch bak
ing pan. Heat oil in large nonstick skillet over
medium-high heat. Cook turkey, stirring con
stantly. until no longer pink, about 10 minutes.
In small bowl, mix sour cream and ranch dress
ing. In another small bowl, combine 1 cup sour
cream mixture and turkey. Divide turkey mix
ture, cheese and salsa evenly over tortillas. Roll
up and place seam-side down in prepared pan.
Bake, uncovered, 25 to 30 minutes. Top with
tomato, green onion and any remaining salsa
and/or sour cream mixture.

Italian Turkey Sausage
With Pasta
Servings: 8
Prep Time: 10 minutes / Total Time: 35 minutes

1 package Honeysuckle White or
Shady Brook Farms Hot or
Sweet Italian Ttirkey Sausage
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 medium onion, chopped
2 cans (14-1/2 ounces each) whole
peeled tomatoes with juice,
broken up
1 package (16 ounce) penne, rotelle or
fusilli pasta, cooked according to
package directions
1 cup (8 ounces) Mozzarella cheese,
cut into 1/2-inch pieces
Slice open package with sharp knife; remove
sausage casings. Heat oil in large nonstick skil
let over medium-high heat. Cook onion until
softened, about 5 minutes. Add sausage and
tomato; crumble sausage. Cook, stirring con
stantly until sauce is thickened, about 20 min
utes. In large bowl, mix cooked pasta with
meat sauce. Top pasta with cheese and serve.
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Less time shopping means more time together
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Publix Advantage Buy makes
saving simple. Easy-to-spot signs

right on the shelf show which
items are marked down.
You'll find thousands of Advan
tage Buy sale items every day, on
every aisle of your neighborhood

Publix, on national, local and

Publix brands. And we add new

markdowns all the time, so you'll
always discover new bargains.

Save money. Save time. With
Publix Advantage Buy, the
advantage is yours.

Publix.
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